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Overview
The Aztec CG65 Software Development Package is a set of
programs for developing programs in the C programming language; the
resulting programs run on ROM- and/or RAM-based systems that use
a 65xx microprocessor. The development can be done on several host
systems, as defined below.
Some of the features of Aztec CG65 are:
• The full C language, as defined in the book The C
Programming Language, by Brian Kernighan and Dennis
Ritchie, is supported
• Two pairs of compilers and assemblers are provided One pair
generates native 65xx or 65C02 code, and the other "pseudo
code". A program's native code is directly executed by the
processor, while its pseudo code is executed by an Aztec
routine that is in the program. A program can contain both
native and pseudo code.
• An extensive set of user-callable functions is provided, in
source form. To use these functions, you must first compile
and assemble them, and create libraries of the resulting object
modules. To use the standard and/or unbuffered i/o
functions, you'll have to rewrite the unbuffered i/o functions,
which are designed for an Apple I I ProDOS system.
• Code can be partitioned into overlays, allowing programs to
be created and executed that are larger than available
memory. To use this feature, you must rewrite the
unbuffered i/o functions.
• Modular programming is supported, allowing the components
of a program to be compiled separately, and then linked
together.
• Assembly language code can either be combined in-line with
C source code, or placed in separate modules which are then
linked with C modules.
• Special features are provided for programs that are to be
burned into ROM: (I) a utility program is provided that will
generate Intel hex records for a program. ROM chips
generated from these records will contain the program's code,
a copy of its initialized data, and optionally, in the 65xx
power-up and interrupt vector fields, pointers to the routine
that handle these events; (2) a ROM program can contain both
- ov.3-
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initialized and uninitializcd global and static variables. When
the program starts, its initialized variables will be
automatically set from the copy in ROM, and its uninitialized
variables will be cleared
In order to create fast-executing programs, the compilers generate
code that use variables in the zero page of the 6Sxx. Since each 65xxbased system uses different sections of the zero page, the compilers
allow you to specify the locations in the zero page that will be used by
your programs.
The functions provided with this package are UNIX compatible and
are compatible with Aztec C packages provided for other systems.
,Thus, once you have customized the functions, you can create
programs that will run on UNIX-based systems or on other systems
supported by Aztec C with little or no change.
Host systems
The Aztec CG65 software nms on several host systems, including
• PCDOS/MSDOS systems, such as the IBM PC;
• Vax systems that use the Ultrix operating system;
• PDP-II systems that use UNIX version 7 or later
Components
Aztec CG65 contains the following components:
• cg65 and as65, the native-code compiler and assembler;
• cci and asi, the interpretive-code compiler and assembler;
• ln65, the linker;
• lb, the object module librarian;
• Source for the library functions;
• Several utility programs.
Pre-view
This manual is divided into two sections, each of which is in tum
divided into chapters. The first section presents 65xx-specific
information; the second describes features that are common to all
Aztec C packages. Each chapter is identified by a symbol
The 65xx-specific chapters and their identifying codes are:
tutor describes how to get started with Aztec CG65: it
discusses the installation of Aztec CG65, and gives an
overview of the process for turning a C source program into
Intel hex code;
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cc, as, and In present detailed information on the compilers,
assemblers, and linker;

uti/ describes the utility programs that are provided with Aztec
CG65;
libgen describes the creation of object module libraries from
the provided source;
tech discusses several miscellaneous topics, including memory
organization, overlays, writing assembly language functions,
and object module format
The System-independent chapters and their codes are:

Iibov presents an overview of the system-independent features
of the functions provided with Aztec CG65;
lib describes the system-independent functions provided with
Aztec CG65;
style discusses several topics related to the development of C
programs;
err lists and describes the error messages which are generated
by the compiler and linker.
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Tutorial Introduction
This chapter describes how to quickly start using your Aztec CG65
cross development software. We first present the steps to install the
Aztec CG65 software on your disks. We then briefly mention the fact
that you must generate object module libraries from the source that
comes with Aztec CG6S, and refer you to the chapter in which this is
discussed Then v.re describe the steps to translate a C program to Intel
hex code. Finally, we introduce the rest of the manual.
Ideally, this chapter should consist of a cookbook set of steps that
you can follow to get started using Aztec CG6S. However, since one
of those steps is a long and involved one, (ie, to modify the library
functions and then generate libraries), v.re recommend that you follow
the first step, which leads you through the installation of Aztec CG65
on your system, and then simply read the rest of chapter to get a idea
of how programs are developed using Aztec CG65. Then you can read
the chapter that discusses library generation, make any needed
revisions to the library function source, and generate your libraries.
Finally, you can come back to this chapter and translate a C program
into Intel hex code.
1. Installing Aztec CG6S
To install Aztec CG65 on your system, copy the files from the
distribution media (disk or tape) onto your disks.
If your system is
UNIX system) that
recommend that you
directories, as shown

one (such as the IBM PC running PCDOS, or a
supports a hierarchical directory structure, we
place the Aztec CG65 software in a set of related
in the following diagram.
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Directory

Contents

CG65
BIN
INCLUDE
LIB
STDIO
MCH65
MISC
PRODOS
DEY
TIME

executable programs
header files
object module libraries
stdio.arc files
mch65.arc files
misc.arc files
prodos.arc files
dev.arc files
time.arc files
ovly.arc files
rom.arc files

OVLY
ROM
tmLITY
XFER
xfer.arc files
TTY
tty.arc files
CONFIG
config.arc flles
your programs
WORK

Copy the Aztec CG65 files into the directories as follows:
* Into the BIN directory, copy all executable Aztec CG65
programs.
* Into the INCLUDE directory, copy all "include files" (that is,
files having extension .h).
* Into the LIB directory, copy the source archive libmake.arc.
The libraries that you create will reside in this directory.

Extract the files from this archive using the arcv
command, and then delete libmake.arc from the LIB directory.
To extract files from libmake.arc follow these steps: ( 1)
make sure that the BIN directory is in the path of directories
that will be searched by the operating system for programs
(on PCDOS and UNIX, this means adding the BIN directory
name to the PATH environment variable); (2) enter the
appropriate command to make LIB the default or current
directory (for example, on PCDOS this command is cd
\CG65\ LIB); (3) enter the command arcv libmake.arc.
* Into the STDIO, MCH65, ... , and ROM directories, copy the
corresponding source archive (for example, copy stdio.arc into
the STOIC directory, nrh65.arc into MCH65, and so on).

Extract the files from each archive using arcv, and then
delete the archive.
Each of these directories contains the source and object
modules generated from the corresponding source archive
file. For example, the source files in STDIO were extracted
- tutor.4-
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from the stdio.arc source archive file by the arcv program.
• Into XFER. TIY, and CONFIG, copy the corresponding
source archive (xfer.arc into XFER. etc). xfer transfers files
between computers; tty is a terminal emulator; and config is
used to define device attributes for programs generated with
Aztec C65 for the Apple I/. These programs are not
absolutely necessary for the development of programs with
Aztec CG65, and in fact you will probably have to modify
them for use with your system, but they can be very useful.
* Into the WORK directory, copy the exmp/.c sample C
program. Later in this chapter, we are going to lead you
through the steps to convert this program to Intel hex code.
2 Oeating Object Module Ubrarles

The functions that are provided with Aztec CG65 are in source
form. Before you can create an executable program using CG65, you
must compile and assemble the functions and generate object module
libraries that contain them, after first making any needed
·modifications. For more information, see the Library Generation
chapter.
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Figure 1: Program Development with Aztec CG6S
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3. Transladng a

pr~

Into Intel hex code

In this section we will lead you through the steps necessary to
translate the sample C program whose source is in exmpl.c into Intel
hex code. For a diagram of this procedure, see figure I.

This program will be created so that it can reside in a system whose
RAM occupies the bottom part of the memory space and whose ROM
occupies the top part In particular:
• The program's data will be in RAM, beginning at address
Ox200, thus leaving the first two pages of the memory space
free for the usual page 0 and page I purposes;
• The program's code will be in ROM, beginning at address
OxeOOO.
• The 65xx power-up and interrupt vectors will be in ROM and
will point to routines in the generated program.
3.1 Step 0: Oeate the Soun:e Praeram

The first step to creating a C program is, of course, to create a disk
file containing its source. This step isn't needed for this
demonstration, since the source code already exists in the file exmpl.c.
For your own programs, you can create the C source using any text
editor.
3.2 Steps 1 and 2: Compile and Assemble

To compile and assemble a C module, you must first decide which
compiler and assembler you are going to use. For this example, we
will assume that you are going to use the ones that generate native
65xxi65C02 code, cg65 and as65. Later in this chapter we describe the
compilers and assemblers that are provided with Aztec CG65.
Next, you must decide what zero-page locations you want the
compiler-generated code to use. For this example, we will use the
locations that are suitable for programs that are going to run on an
Apple I I. Later in this chapter we describe in more detail a program's
use of the zero page.
Finally, having made the above decisions, you can compile and
assemble exmpl.c by entering the following command:
cg65 +g0,8,80, I 0 exmplc
This first starts the cg65 compiler, which translates the C source that's
in exmpl.c into assembly language source. When done, cg65 starts the
as65 assembler. as65 assembles the assembly language source for the
sample program, translating it into object code and writing the object
code to the file exmpl.r in the current directory. When done, as65
deletes the file that contains the assembly language source, since it is
no longer needed
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The +g0,8,80,10 argument tells the compiler about the generated
code's use of the 65xx zero page. It says that the stack, temporary, and
register areas begin at locations 0, 8, and Ox80, respectively; and the
register area is OxlO bytes long. This is discussed in more detail below.
3.3 Step 3: Link
The object code version of the exmpl program must next be linked
to needed functions that are in the c.lib library of object modules and
converted into a memory image.
Before entering this command, you must set the CLIB65
environment variable, to defme the directory that contains the object
module libraries. For example, on PCDOS, if the libraries are in
e:\ cg65\ lib, the command to defme CUB65 is
set CLIB65•e:\cg65\lib\
Note the terminating slash: this is usually required, because of the way
the linker builds the complete name of a library that is partially
identified using the linker's -/option. This is described below.
The command to link the sample program is:
ln65 -t -b 200 -d 200 -c eOOO exmpl.r -lc
There's a lot of parameters to this command, so let's go through them,
one at a time:
3.3.1 The symbol table file and the -T option
The -T option tells the linker to write the program's symbol table
information to the file exmpl.synr, this symbol table is needed by
hex65, which converts the output of the linker into Intel hex code.
3.3.2 Segment addresses and the -B, -D, -U, and -C options
As you recall, we want the program's data to begin at Ox200 and its
code at OxeOOO. We tell this to the linker using the segment
specification options: -B, -D, -U, and -C.
The -B 200 option tells the linker that the program's "base address",
that is, the address at which the linker-generated memory image can
begin to be loaded into memory, is Ox200.
The -D 200 option tells the linker that the program's initialized data
is to begin at location Ox200. The linker organizes a program's data
into two segments: its initialized data segment contains those of the
program's global and static variables that are assigned an initial value
(e.g. static int var=l); and its uninitialized data segment contains the
program's other global and static variables. Just as the linker supports
an option that tells it where to put the program's initialized data, it also
supports a -U option, that tells it where to put the program's
uninitialized data When the -U option isn't used, the linker places
uninitialized data immediately above the initialized data
- tutor.S-
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The -C eOOO option tells the linker that the program's code is to
begin at location OxeOOO. Just as the linker groups all of a program's
initialized and uninitialized data into segments, it groups all of a
program's code into a code segment The -C option defines the
starting address of this segment.
On a 65xx, the top 6 bytes of the memory space contain vectors to
the power-up and interrupt routines, and the first 512 bytes of
memory contain dynamically-changing information. Because of this,
most 65xx ROM systems have their ROM at the top of the memory
space and their RAM at the bottom. The linker has default values for
a program's base address and the beginning addresses of its segments,
as follows:
• The base address default to Ox800;
• The code segment begins three bytes past the base address;
• The initialized data segment begins immediately after the
code segment;
• The uninitialized data segment begins immediately after the
initialized data segment
These default values are usually not appropriate for a ROM system, so
you will usually use the linker's segment-specification options when
generating a program that's going to be burned into ROM.
3.3.3 The input object module file and the memory image output file
The exmpl.r parameter explicitly tells the linker to include this
module in the program that it's generating.
By default, the linker sends the output of the memory image it
creates to a file whose name is derived from that of the first object
module file that it encounters, by deleting the extension. Thus, the
memory image for the above command is sent to the file exmpl. You
can explicitly define the name of the memory image file using the
linker's -0 option.
3.3.4 Libraries and the -L option

The -Lc option tells the linker to search the c.lib library that's in the
directory defined by the CLIB65 environment variable for needed
functions.
As you can see, the -L option doesn't completely define the name
of a library file; the linker generates the complete name by taking the
letters that follow the -L, prepending them with the value of the
CLIB65 environment variable, and appending the letters .lib. Thus,
when CLIB65 has the value e:\ cg65\ li~, the -Lc option specifies the
library whose complete file name is e.~ cg65\ lib\ c.lib.
During the link step, the linker will search the libraries specified to
it for modules containing needed functions; when such a module is
found, the linker will include the module in the executable file it's
- tutor.9 -
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building.
All C programs need to be linked with c.lib (or its cci-compiled
equivalent, ci./ib, as described below). This library contains the nonfloating point functions which are defined in the functions chapter, lib
of this manual It also contains functions which are called by
compiler-generated code.
If a program performs floating point operations, it must also be
linked with a math library. The math library that you will use when
getting familiar with Aztec C is m.lib. You can alternatively use its
cci-compiled equivalent, mi.lib.
When a program is linked with a math library, that library must be
specified before c.lib. For example, if exmp/.c performed floating
point, the following would link it
ln65 exmplr -lm -lc
3.4 Step 4: Couvert to Intel hex code
The next step is to convert the memory image generated by the
linker into Intel hex code. The is done with the following command:
hex65 exmpl
This command causes hex65 to translate the program's memory
image into Intel hex code. When this code is fed into a ROM
programmer, the resulting ROM code will contain the program's code
segment, a copy of its initialized data segment immediately following
the code, and the power-up and reset vectors up at the top of memory.
Note: when the ROM system is started, its RAM contains random
values, and the Aztec startup routine sets up the initialized data
segment that resides in RAM from the copy that's in ROM.
hex65 generates Intel hex records, named exmpl.xOO, exmpl.xOJ,
and so on, for each 2 kb section of memory, beginning with the
program's code segment Thus, exmpLxOO contains the records for
Oxe000-0xe800, exmpl.xOJ contains the records for Oxe800-0xf000, and
so on.
The last hex file generated by hex65 will contain records to
initialize the nmi, reset, and irq vectors at the top of the 65xx address
space. With the supplied software, these vectors point to locations in
rom.a65. you can modify the software so that the vectors point to your
own handlers.
If the ROM corresponding to the last hex file generated to hold the
program's code and copy of its initialized data isn't the section of
ROM that would be at the top of the 65xx memory space, hex65 will
output a separate file containing just those records needed to initialize
the vectors in this last ROM The extension on this file will indicate
its sequence in the set of ROM chips needed to fill the memory space
- tutor.lO-
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from the beginning of the program's code to the top of memory; for
example, if two 2 kb ROMs were sufficient to hold the program's code
and copy of its initialized data, then the code and data would be in
exmpl.xOO and exmpl.xOJ, and the vectors would be in the file
exmpl.x03.

There are several additional features of hex65. For example, hex65
assumes that the size of each ROM is 2 kb long; using the -P option,
you can explicitly define the size of each ROM And by default,
hex65 generates the Intel hex records that set up these vectors; you can
tell hex65 not to generate these vector-initializing records. For a
detailed description of hex65, see the Utility Programs chapter.
4. Spedal features ol Aztec ro6S

That concludes our step-by-step, cookbook introduction to Aztec
CG65. In the following paragraphs, we want to describe two special
features of Aztec CG65: its ability to generate either 65xx code or
pseudo code, and the feature that allows you to define the locations
within the zero page that generated programs will use .
. 4.1 Native Code vs. Pseudo Code
Aztec CG6S comes with two compilers and two assemblers: The
cg65 compiler and as65 assembler, which together generate native
machine code; and the cci compiler and asi assembler, which together
generate pseudo code that must be interpreted
There are advantages and disadvantages to using each
compiler /assembler pair:
• Code generated by cg65 and as65 is fast but large;
• Code generated by cci and asi is small but slow.
Thus, when you are going to create an executable program, you
must decide which compiler/assembler pair to use. We recommend
that you first use cg65 and as65. If it gets too large, use cci and asi. If
neither of these alternatives is acceptable, with a native code version
being too large and an interpreted version being too slow, you can
divide the program into modules, compiling and assembling some of
them into native code, the rest into interpreted code, and linking them
all into a single executable program.
4.1.1 Native axle and pseudo code libraries

Aztec CG6S provides "makefiles" with which you can generate two
versions of each library: one whose modules are compiled with cg65,
the other whose modules are compiled with cci. These libraries are:
c.lib
General purpose functions (cg65-compiled);
ci.lib
General purpose functions (cci-compiled);
m.lib
Floating point functions (cg65-compiled);
mi.lib
Floating point functions (cci-compiled).
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As always, you can freely intermix cg65-compiled modules with
cci-compiled modules, even when some of the modules come from one
library or another.

4.2 Zero-page usage
The first 256 bytes of memory on a 65xx-based system are known
as the "zero page", and are used differently by each system. Code
generated by the Aztec CG65 compilers also makes use of the zero
page, for storing variables. In order to allow CG65-generated code to
be used on any 65xx-based system, the Aztec CG65 compilers group
the zero-page variables used by generated code into three areas and
allow you to define the location of these areas.
One area, which is 8 bytes long, contains the pseudo stack and
frame pointers, and, if the program contains a cci-compiled module,
the pseudo code interpreter's program counter.
Another area, which is 24 bytes long, contains five temporary
registers, each of which is four bytes long.
The last area contains a program's register variables, and its size is
specified by you when you compile a program. Thus, if your system
uses most of the zero page, you can specify that your program uses
few, or no, register variables. If your system has extra space in the
zero page, you can fill it with register variables, thereby increasing the
performance of your programs.
For example, the following table lists the starting addresses of the
three areas and the size of the register variable area on the Apple I I,
Commodore 64, and the Atari 4001800. All values are in hexadecimal.
stack area addr
temporary area addr
Register var area addr
Reg var area size

Apple I I
0
8
80
10

C-64
2
A
30
8

Atari
EO
£8
04
6

The location of these zero page locations are defined in two ways:
with the cg65 compiler's +G option, and in the assembly language file
zpage.h:

4.2.1 Zero page usage of cg65-oompiled modules
The cg65 compiler's +G option defines the zero page usage of
cg65-compiled, C language modules. For example, the following
command compiles hello.c for use on the Commodore 64:
cg65 +g2,A,30,8 hello.c

4.2.2 Zero page usage of assembly language modules
The assembly language file zpage.h defines the zero page usage of
assembly language modules. Normally, you will create a zpage.h flle
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early in your development cycle, before you create your libraries,
since this file is included in the assembly of many of the library's
assembly language modules. A version of zpage.h is supplied with
Aztec CG65, and you can customize it for use with your system.
4.23 Zero page usage of ro'-axnpiled modules
zpage.h also indirectly defines the zero page usage of cci-compiled,
C language modules. The reasons for this are (1) the pseudo code
interpreter, which executes cci-generated pseudo code, is an assembly
language module that accesses zero page locations on behalf of a ccicompiled module, and (2) the locations of these zero page locations are
defined by the zpage.h with which the interpreter is assembled

cci itself produces machine-independent code; the same ccigenerated object module can be executed on different 65xx systems,
just by linking it with different object module versions of the
interpreter, each of which has been generated by assembling the
interpreter together with a zpage.h that defines the zero-page usage of
the target system.
S. Where to go from here

In this chapter, we've just begun to describe the features of Aztec
CG65.
One chapter that you must read is the Library Generation chapter,
which discusses the generation of object module libraries from the
source that comes with Aztec CG65.
We encourage you to use the make program-maintenance program
to generate libraries, if such a program is available for your host
system. To provide this encouragement, Aztec CG65 provides
"makefiles" that can be used by UNIX-compatible make programs. If
your host system is one, such as PCDOS, that doesn't have its own
make program, and if the Aztec make is available for your system, it
will be included in your Aztec CG65 package. A description of the
Aztec make program is in the Utility Programs chapter.
For more information on the sections of a program, see the
Program Organization section of the Technical Information chapter,
and the section of the Linker chapter that discusses the segment
specification options.
The hex65 program supports several options that haven't been
discussed in this introduction. For a complete description of this
program see the Utility Programs chapter.
The Technical Information chapter contains information on several
interesting topics, including the writing of assembly language
functions, the pseudo stack, and object code format
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You should also read the Compiler, Assembler, and Linker
chapters, to become familiar with all the options that these programs
provide.
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The Compilers
This chapter describes cg65 and cci, the Aztec C compilers for the
65xx and 65C02 microprocessors. It is not intended to be a complete
guide to the C language; for that, you must consult other texts. One
such text is The C Programming Language, by Kernighan and Ritchie.
The compilers were implemented according to the language description
in the Kernighan and Ritchie book.
cg65 translates C source code into native 6502 assembly language
source code. cci translates C source code into assembly language source
for a "pseudo machine"; in an executable program, cci-compiled code
must be interpreted by a special Aztec C routine.
This description of the compilers is divided into four subsections,
which describe how to use the compilers, compiler options,
_information related to the writing of programs, and error processing.
To the operator and programmer, the two compilers are very
similar. In the discussion that follows, we will use the name cg65
when describing features that are common to both compilers. Where
differences exist, we will say so.
1. Compiler Operating Instructions

cg65 is invoked by a command of the form:
cg65 [-options] filename.c
where [-options] specify optional parameters, and filename.c is the
name of the file containing the C source program. Options can appear
either before or after the name of the C source file.
The compiler reads C source statements from the input file,
translates them to assembly language source, and writes the result to
another file.
Upon completion, the compiler by default activates the as65
assembler (cci by default starts the asi assembler). The assembler
translates the assembly language source to relocatable object code,
writes the result to another file, and deletes the assembly language
source file. The -A option tells the compiler not to start the assembler.
1.1 1be C source file
The extension on the source file name is optionaL If not specified,
it's assumed to be .c. For example, with the following command, the
compiler will assume the file name is text.c:
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cg65 text
The compiler will append .c to the source file name only if it doesn't
find a period in the file name. So if the name of the source file really
doesn't have an extension, you must compile it like this:
cg65 filename.
The period in the name prevents the compiler from appending .c to
the name.
1.2 The output files

1.21 Creadng an object axle file

Normally, when you compile a C program you are interested in the
relocatable object code for the program, and not in its assembly
language source. Because of this, the compiler by default writes the
assembly language source for a C program to an intermediate file and
then automatically starts the assembler. The assembler then translates
the assembly language source to relocatable object code, writes this
code to a file, and erases the intermediate file.
By default, the object code generated by a cg65-started assembly is
sent to a file whose name is derived from that of the file containing
the C source by changing its extension to .r (the default extension for a
cci-started assembly is .z). This file is placed in the directory that
contains the C source file. For example, if the compiler is started with
the command
cg65 prog.c
the file prog.r will be created, containing the relocatable object code
for the program.
The name of the file containing the object code created by a
compiler-started assembler can also be explicitly specified when the
compiler is started, using the compiler's -0 option. For example, the
command
cg65 -0 myobj.rel prog.c
compiles and assembles the C source that's in the file prog.c, writing
the object code to the file myobj.rel.
When it's going to automatically start the assembler, the compiler
by default writes the assembly language source to a temporary file
named ctmpxxx.xxx, where the x's are replaced by digits in such a
way that the name becomes unique. This temporary file is placed in
the directory specified by the environment variable CCTEMP. If this
variable doesn't exist, the file is placed in the current directory.
When CCTEMP exists, the fully-qualified name of the temporary
file is generated by simply prefixing its value to the ctmpxxx.xxx
name. For example if CCI'EMP has the value
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/RAM/TEMP/
then the temporary file is placed in the TEMP directory on the RAM
volume.
For a description on the setting of environment variables, see your
operating system manual.
If you are interested in the assembly language source, but still want
the compiler to start the assembler, specify the option -T when you
start the compiler. This will cause the compiler to (I) send the
assembly language source to a file whose name is derived from that of
the file containing the C source by changing its extension to .asm and
(2) include the C source statements as comments in the assembly
language source. For example, the command

cg65 -T prog.c
compiles and assembles prog.c, creating the files prog.asm and prog.r.
1.22 Oeating just an asembly languaae file
There are some programs for which you don't want the compiler to
automatically start the assembler. For example, you may want to
modify the assembly language generated by the compiler for a
particular program. In such cases, you can use the compiler's -A
option to prevent the compiler from starting the assembler.
When you compile a program using the -A option, you can tell the
compiler the name and location of the file to which it should write the
assembly language source, using the -0 option.
If you don't use the -0 option but do use the -A option, the
compiler will send the assembly language source to a file whose name
is derived from that of the C source file by changing the extension to
.asm, placing this file in the same directory as the one that contains the
C source file. For example, the command
cg65 -A prog.c
compiles but doesn't assemble the C source that's in prog.c, sending the
assembly language source to prog.asm
As another example, the command
cg65 -A -0 temp.a65 prog.c
compiles but doesn't assemble the C source that's in prog.c, sending the
assembly language source to the file temp.a65.
When the -A option is used, the option -T causes the compiler to
include the C source statements as comments in the assembly language
source.
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1.3 Searching for #include files

You can make the compiler search for #include files in a sequence
of directories, thus allowing source files and #include files to be
contained in different directories.
Directories can be specified with the -I compiler option, and with
the INCL65 environment variable. The compiler itself also selects a
few areas to search. The maximum number of searched areas is eight
If the file name in the #include statement specifies a directory, just
that directory is searched
1.3.1 The -I option.
A -I option defines a single directory to be searched The area
descriptor follows the -1, with no intervening blanks. For example, the
following -/ option tells the compiler to search the /ram/include
directory:
-!/ram/include
1.3.2 The INOAiS environment variable.

The INCL65 environment variable also defines a directory to be
searched for #include files. The value of this variable is the name of
the directory to be searched
The command that is used to set environment variables varies from
system to system. For example, on PCDOS the following command
sets INCL65 so that the directory \CG65\ INCLUDE is searched for
include files:
set INCL65=\CG65\INCLUDE
For a description of the command that's used on your system to set
environment variables, see your operating system manual.
1.3.3 The search order for include files
Directories are searched in the following order:
I. If the #include statement delimited the file name with the
double quote character, ", the current directory is
automatically searched If delimited by angle brackets, < and
>, this area isn't automatically searched
2. The directories defined in -1 options are searched, in the
order listed on the command line.
3. The directory defined in the INCL65 environment variable is
searched
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2. Compiler Options

There are two types of options in Aztec C compilers: machine
independent and machine dependent The machine-independent
options are provided on all Aztec C compilers. They are identified by
a leading minus sign.
The Aztec C compiler for each target system has its own. machinedependent, options. Such options are identified by a leading plus sign.
· The following paragraphs first summarize the compiler options and
then describe them in detail
2.1 Summary of options
2.1.1 Machine-independent Options
-A

Don't start the assembler when compilation is done.

-Dsymbol[=value]

-Lnum

Defme a symbol to the preprocessor.
Search the directory named dir for #include files.
Send output to file.
Don't print warning messages.
Include C source statements in the assembly code
output as comments. Each source statement appears
before the assembly code it generates.
Don't pause after every fifth error to ask if the
compiler should continue. See the Errors subsection
for details.
Use an expression table having num entries.
Use a local symbol table having num entries.

-Ynum
-Znum

Use a case table having num entries.
Use a literal table having num bytes.

-ldir
-0 file
-S

-T

-B

-Enum

2.1.2 Special Options for the 6Sxx Compilers
+C

Generate 65C02 code (cg65 only).

+B

Don't generate the statement "public .begin".
Turn automatic variables into statics (cg65 only).

+L

+G stk,tmp,reg,siz
(cg65 only).

Define zero-page locations for cg65compiled modules: stack area begins at stk, temporary
register area at lmp; register variable area begins at reg
and is siz bytes long. The values are in hex. The zero
page locations used by cci-compiled modules are
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defined in zpage.h, when the pseudo code interpreter
is assembled
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2.2 Detailed desaiption of the options
2.2.1 Machine-independent options
The -D Option (Define a maao)

The -D option defines a symbol in the same way as the
preprocessor directive, #define. Its usage is as follows:
cg65 -Dmacro[=text] prog.c
For example,
cg65 -DMAXLEN•IOOO prog.c
is equivalent to inserting the following line at the beginning of the
program:

I 000
Since the -D option causes a symbol to be defined for the
preprocessor, this can be used in conjunction with the preprocessor
directive, #ifdef, to selectively include code in a compilation. A
_common example is the following code:
#ifdef DEBUG
printf("value: %d\n", i);
#endif
This debugging code would be included in the compiled source by
the following command:
cg65 -dDEBUG program.c
When no substitution text is specified, the symbol is defined to have
the numerical value I.
The -I Option (Include another source file)
The -/ option causes the compiler to search in a specified directory
for files included in the source code. The name of the directory
immediately follows the -I, with no intervening spaces. For more
details, see the Compiler Operating Instructions, above.
The -S Option (Be Silent)
The compiler considers some errors to be genuine errors and others
to be possible errors. For the first type of error, the compiler always
generates an error message. For the second, it generates a warning
message. The -S option causes the compiler to not print warning
messages.
#define MAXLEN

2.2.1.1 The Local Symbol Table and the -L Option

When the compiler begins processing a compound statement, such
as the body of a function or the body of a for loop, it makes entries
about the statement's local symbols in the local symbol table, and
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removes the entries when it finishes processing the statement If the
table overflows, the compiler will display a message and stop.
By default, the local symbol table contains 40 entries. Each entry is
26 bytes long; thus by default the table contains 520 bytes.
You can explicitly define the number of entries in the local symbol
table using the -L option. The number of entries immediately follows
the -L, with no intervening spaces. For example, the following
compilation will use a table of 75 entries, or almost 2000 bytes:
cg65 -L75 program.c
2.2.1.2 The Expression Table and the -E Opdm

The compiler uses the expression table to process an expression.
When the compiler completes its processing of an expression, it frees
all space in this table, thus making the entire table available for the
processing of the next expression. If the expression table overflows,
the compiler will generate error number 36, "no more expression
space", and halt
By default, the expression table contains 80 entries. Each entry is
14 bytes long; thus by default the table contains 1120 bytes.
You can explicitly define the number of entries in the expression
table using the -E option. The number of entries immediately follows
the -E, with no intervening spaces. For example, the following
compilation will use a table of 20 entries:
cg65 -£20 program.c
2.2.1.3 The Case Table and the -Y Option

The compiler uses the case table to process a switch statement,
making entries in the table for the statement's cases. When it
completes its processing of a switch statement, it frees up the entries
for that switch. If this table overflows, the compiler will display error
76 and halt.
For example, the following will use a maximum of four entries in
the case table:
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switch (a)
case 0:
;• one •;
a+= 1;
break;
case 1:
;• two •;
switch (x)
case 'a':
three •;
funcl (a);
break;
case 'b':
;• four •;
func2 (b);
break;
}
;• release the last two •;
a= 5;
case 3:
;• total ends at three •;
func2 (a);
break;

r

}

By default, the table contains 100 entries. Each entry is four bytes
long; thus by default, the table occupies 400 bytes.
You can explicitly define the number of entries in the case table
using the compiler's -Y option. The number of entries immediately
follows the -Y, with no intervening spaces. For example, the following
compilation uses a case table having 50 entries:
cg65 -YSO file
2.2.1.4 The String Table and the -Z Option
When the compiler encounters a "literal" (that is, a character
string), it places the string in the literal table. If this table overflows,
the compiler will display error 2, "string space exhausted", and halt
By default, the literal table contains 2000 bytes.
You can explicitly define the number of bytes in this table using
the compiler's -Z option. The number of bytes immediately follows
the -Z, with no intervening spaces. For example, the following
command will reserve 3000 bytes for the string table:
cg65 -Z3000 file
2.2.1.5 The Maao/Giobal Symbol Table

The compiler stores information about a program's macros and
global symbols in the Macro/Global Symbol Table. This table is
located in memory above all the other tables used by the compiler. Its
size is set after all the other tables have been set, and hence can't be
set by you. If this table overflows, the compiler will display the
message "Out of Memory!" and halt You must recompile, using
smaller sizes for the other tables.
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2.2.2 65xx Options
2.2.2.1 The +G Option (Define zero page usage for cg65-al1Dpiled modules)
The +G option defines the zero page locations that will be used by
cg65-generated code. The option has the form
+Gsaddr,taddr,uaddr,ucnt
where
Starting address, in hex, of the stack area This area is
8 bytes long and by default begins at location 0.
taddr
Starting address, in hex, of the temporary register
area This area is 24 bytes long and by default begins
at location 8.
uaddr
Starting address, in hex, of the user register area The
size of this area is two times the value that is specified
for the +G option's ucnt parameter. By default, this
area begins at location Ox80.
ucnt
The number of bytes in the register variable area, in
hex. By default, this area is 16 bytes long; ie, contains
space for eight register variables.
No spaces are allowed in the +G option.
saddr

The default values for unspecified +G fields are those used for
Apple I I programs.
As an example of the use of this option, the following command
compiles the "hello, world" program for use on a Commodore 64,
which uses saddr=2, taddr=Oxa, uaddr=Ox30, and ucnt=8:
cg65 +g2,a,30,8 hello.c

The +G option is not used by the cci compiler. The zero page usage
of cci-compiled modules is defined when the pseudo code interpreter
.interp is assembled
2.2.2.2 The +C Option (Generate 65C02 code- cg65 only)
The +C option causes cg65 to generate assembler source for a
65C02 processor. If this option isn't used, cg65 will generate code for
a 6502 processor.
2.2.2.3 The +B Option (Don't generate reference to .begin)
Normally when compiling a module, the compilers generate a
reference to the entry point named .begin. Then when the module is
linked into a program, the reference causes the linker to include in the
program the library module that contains .begin.
The +B option prevents the compilers from generating this
reference.
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For example, if you want to provide your own entry point for a
program, and its name isn't .begin, you should compile the program's
modules with the +B option. If you don't, then the program will be
bigger than necessary, since it will contain your entry point module
and the standard entry point module. In addition, the linker by default
sets at the program's base address a jump instruction to the program's
entry point; if it finds entry points in several modules, it will set the
jump to the last one encountered
2.2.2.4 The +L Option (Tum Autos into Static:s - cg65 only)
The +L option causes the compiler to change the class of variables
whose class is automatic to static. This can cause a significant increase
in execution speed, since it is faster to address static variables, which
are directly addressable, than automatic variables, which are on the
stack and must be indirectly addressed
Automatic variables that are declared using the auto keyword, (for
example auto int z), aren't affected by the +L option: they will remain
automatic.
Also, if a register is available for an automatic variable that is
declared using the register keyword (for example, register int 1), the
variable will be placed in a register and will not be turned into a static.
If a register is not available, however, such a variable will be turned
into a static variable.
Like any other static data, an auto-turned-static is initialized to zero
before the program begins.
A function that recursively calls itself may not work correctly when
it is compiled with the +L option. For example, the following program
will print I when compiled without the +L option, and 100 when
compiled with the +L option:
main()
{

printf("o/od", qtest());
}

qtest()
{

int i;
if(++i < 100)
qtest(i);
return (i);
}
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3. Writing programs

The previous sections of ~is description of the compiler discussed
operational features of the compiler; that is, presented information that
an operator would use to compile a C program. In this section, we
want to present information of interest to those who are actually
writing programs.
3.1 Supported Language Features

Aztec C supports the entire C language as defined in The C
Programming Language by Kernighan and Ritchie. This now includes

the bit field data type.
The following paragraphs describe features of the standard C
language that are supported by Aztec C but aren't described in the K &
R text
3.2 Structure assipment
Aztec C supports structure assignment With this feature, a
program can cause one structure to be copied into another using the
assignment operator.
For example, if sl and s2 are structures of the same type, you can

say:
sl = s2;
thus causing the contents of structure sl to be copied into structure s2.
Unlike other operators, the assignment oper:Jt,lr doesn't have a
value when it's used to copy a structure. Thus, )uu can't say things
like "a= b = c", or "(a=b).fld" when a, b, and care structures.
3.3 Line continuation

If the compiler finds a source line whose last character is a
backslash, \, it will consider the following line to be part of the current
line, without the backslash. For example, the following statements
define a character array containing the string "abcder':
char array[]="ab\

cd\
eC';
3.4 The void data type

Functions that don't return a value can be declared to return a void.
This provides a safety check on the use of such functions. If a void
function attempts to return a value, or if a function tries to use the
value returned by a void function, the compiler will generate an error
message.
Variables can be declared to point to a void, and functions can be
declared as returning a pointer to a void.
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When an assignment of one pointer to another is made, the
compiler usually wants both pointers to point at the same type of
object; otherwise, it will issue a warning message. However, a pointer
to an object of type void can be assigned to, and can itself be assigned
to, a pointer to an object of any type without causing the compiler to
complain.
That is, the compiler will generate a warning message for the
assignment statement in the following program:
main()
{

char *cp;
int *ip;
ip = cp;
}

The compiler won't complain about the following program:
main()
{

char *cp;
void *getbuf();
cp = getbuf();
}

3.5 Spedal symbols

Aztec C supports the following symbols:
FILE
Name of the file being compiled This is a
character string.
LINE
Number of the line currently being
compiled This is an integer.
FUNC
Name of the function currently being
compiled This is a character string.
In case you can't tell, these symbols begin and end with two
underscore characters.
For example,
printf("file= %s\n",
FILE
);
printf("Hne= %d\n",- LINE- );
printf("func=%s\n", _FUNC_);
3.6 String merging

The compiler will merge adjacent character strings. For example,
printf("file="
FILE
" line= %d fune= "
_LINE_);-
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3. 7 Long names

Symbol names are significant to 31 characters. This includes
external symbols, which are significant to 31 characters throughout
assembly and linkage.
3.8 Reserved words

const, signed, and volatile are reserved keywords, and must not be
used as symbol names in your programs.
3.9 Global variables

Aztec C supports the rule of the standard C language regarding
global variables that are to be accessed by several modules. This rule
requires that in the modules that want to access such a variable, exactly
one module declare it without the extern keyword and all others
declare it with the extern keyword
Previous versions of Aztec C did not strictly enforce this rule. In
these versions, the following modified version of the rule was
enforced:
• multiple modules could declare the same variable, with the
extern keyword being optional;
• when several modules declared a variable without using the
extern keyword, the amount of space reserved for the variable
was set to the largest size specified by the various
declarations;
• when one module declared a variable using the extern
keyword, at least one other module must have declared the
variable without using the extern keyword;
• at most one module could specify an initial value for a global
variable;
• when a module specified an initial value for a global variable,
the amount of storage reserved for the variable was set to the
amount specified in the declaration that specified an initial
value, regardless of the amounts specified in the other
declarations.
In order to (1) enforce the standard C rule regarding global
variables and (2) provide compatibility with previous versions of Aztec
C, the current Aztec linker will generate code consistent with the
previous versions, but will by default generate a "multiply defined
symbol" message when multiple modules are found that declare a
global variable without the extern keyword The -M linker option can
be used to cause the linker to treat global variables just as they were in
previous versions of Aztec C; in this case, the "multiply defined
symbol" message won't occur when several modules declare the same
variable without the extern keyword, as long as no more than one
specifies an initial value for the variable. If multiple modules declare
an initial value for the same variable this message will be issued,
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regardless of the use of the -M option.
Both previous and current versions of Aztec C prevent a global
symbol from being both a variable name and a function name. When
such a situation arises, the linker will issue the "multiply defined
symbol" message, regardless of the use of the -M option.
3.10 Data formats
3.10.1 char
Variables of type char are one byte long, and can be signed or
unsigned By default, a char variable is unsigned
When a signed char variable is used in an expression, it's converted
to a 16-bit integer by propagating the most significant bit Thus, a char
variable whose value is between 128 and 255 will appear to be a
negative number if used in an expression.
When an unsigned char variable is used in an expression, it's
converted to a 16-bit integer in the range 0 to 255.
A character in a char is in ASCII format
3.10.2 pointer
Pointer variables are two bytes long.
3.10.3 int, sh<rt
Variables of type short and int are two bytes long, and can be signed
or unsigned
A negative value is stored in two's complement format A -2 stored
at location I 00 would look like:

location

contents in hex

100
101

FE
FF

3.10.4 long
Variables of type long occupy four bytes, and can be signed or
unsigned
Negative values are stored in two's complement representation.
Longs are stored sequentially with the least significant byte stored at
the lowest memory address and the most significant byte at the highest
memory address.
3.10.5 float
A float variable is represented internally by a sign flag, a base-256
exponent in excess-64 notation, and a three-character, base-256
fraction. All variables are normalized
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The variable is stored in a sequence of four bytes. The most
significant bit of byte 0 contains the sign flag; 0 means it's positive, 1
negative.
The remaining seven bits of byte 0 contain the excess-64 exponent
Bytes I,2, and 3 contain the three-character mantissa, with the most
significant character in byte I and the least in byte 3. The 'decimal
point' is to the left of the most significant byte.
As an example, the internal representation of decimal 1.0 is 4I OI
00 00.

3.10.6 Doubles
A floating point number of type double is represented internally by
a sign flag, a base-256 exponent in excess-64 notation, and a sevencharacter, base-256 fraction.
The variable is stored in a sequence of eight bytes. The most
significant bit of byte 0 contains the sign flag; 0 means positive, I
negative.
The excess-64 exponent is stored in the remaining seven bits of
byte 0.
The seven-character, base-256 mantissa is stored in bytes 1 through
7, with the most significant character in byte I, and the least in byte 7.
The "decimal point" is to the left of the most significant character.
As an example, (256**3)*(1/256 + 2/256**2) is represented by the
following bytes: 43 OI 02 00 00 00 00 00.
For accuracy, floating point operations are performed using
mantissas which are 16 characters long. Before the value is returned to
the user, it is rounded
3.11 Floating Point Exceptions
When a C program requests that a floating point arithmetic
operation be performed, a call will be made to functions in the floating
point support software.
While performing the operation, these functions check for the
occurrence of the floating point exception conditions; namely,
overflow, underflow, and division by zero. On return to the caller, the
global integer flterr indicates whether an exception has occurred:
flterr
0
I
2
3

value returned meaning
computed value no error has occurred
+/- 2.9e-157 underflow
+I- 5.2e I 51
overflow
+/- 5.2el51
division by zero
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If the value of flterr is zero, no error occurred, and the value
returned is the computed value of the operation. Otherwise, an error
has occurred, and the value returned is arbitrary. The table lists the
possible settings of flterr, and for each setting, the associated value
returned and the meaning.

When a floating point exception occurs, in addition to returning an
indicator in flterr, the floating point support routines will either log an
error message to the console or call a user-specified function. The
error message logged by the support routines define the type of error
that has occurred (overflow, underflow, or division by zero) and the
address, in hex, of the instruction in the user's program which follows
the call to the support routines.
Following the error message or call to a user function, the floating
point support routines return to the user's program which called the
support routines.
To determine whether to log an error message itself or to call a
user's function, the support routines check the first pointer in Sysvec,
the global array of function pointers. If it contains zero (which it will,
unless the user's program explicitly sets it), the support routines log a
message; otherwise, the support routines call the function pointed at by
this field
A user's function for handling floating point exceptions can be
written in C. The function can be of any type, since the support
routines don't use the value returned by the user's function. The
function has two parameters: the first, which is of type int, is a code
identifying the type of exception which has occurred The value 1
indicates underflow, 2 overflow, and 3 division by zero.
The second parameter passed to the user's exception-handling
routine is a pointer to the instruction in the user's program which
follows the call instruction to the floating point support routines. One
way to use this parameter would be to declare it to be of type int. The
user's routine could then convert it to a character string for printing in
an error message.
The example below demonstrates how floating point errors can be
trapped and reported In main, a pointer in the Sysvec array is set to
the routine, usertrap. If a floating point exception occurs during the
execution of the program, this routine is called with the arguments
described above. The error handling routine prints the appropriate
error message, and returns to the floating point support routines.
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#include <stdio.h>
main() {
.
Sysvec[FLT_FAULT] = usertrap;
}

usertrap( errcode,addr)
int errcode,addr;
{

char buffl4];
switch (errcode) {
case' 1':
printf("floating point underflow at %x\n",buff);
break;
case '2':
printf("floating point overflow at %x\n",buff);
break;
case '3':
printf("division by zero at %x\n", buff);
break;
default
printf("usertrap: invalid code %d \n", errcode);
break;
}

3.12 Register Variables
A cg65-compiled program can have up to eight register variables.
A cci-compiled program can declare variables to be of type register, but
the compiler will ignore the declaration.
3.13 In-Line Assembly Language Code
Assembly language source can be included in a C program, by
surrounding the assembly language code with the preprocessor
directives #asm and #endasm
When the compiler encounters a #asm statement, it copies lines
from the C source file to the assembly language file that it's
generating, until it finds a #endasm statement. The #asm and
#endasm statements are not copied
While the compiler is copying assembly language source, it doesn't
try to process or interpret the lines that it reads. In particular, it won't
perform macro substitution.
A program that uses #asm ... #endasm must avoid placing in-line
assembly code immediately following an if block; that is, it should
avoid the following code:
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if(. .. )(
}

#asm
#endasm
The code generated by the compiler will test the condition and if false
branch to the statement following the #endasm instead of to the
beginning of the assembly language code. To have the compiler
generate code that will branch to the beginning of the assembly
language code, you must include a null statement between the end of
the if block and the asm statement
if( ... ){
}

#asm
#endasm
3.14 Writing machine-independent code
The Aztec family of C compilers are almost entirely compatible.
The degree of compatibility of the Aztec C compilers with v7 C,
system 3 C, system 5 C, and XENIX C is also extremely high. There
are, however, some differences. The following paragraphs discuss
things you should be aware of when writing C programs that will run
in a variety of environments.
If you want to write C programs that will run on different
machines, don't use bit fields or enumerated data types, and don't pass
structures between functions. Some compilers support these features,
and some don't
3.14.1 Compatibility Between Aztec Products
Within releases, code can be easily moved from one
implementation of Aztec C to another. Where release numbers differ
(ie. 1.06 and 2.0) code is upward compatible, but some changes may
be needed to move code down to a lower numbered release. The
downward compatibility problems can be eliminated by not using new
features of the higher numbered releases.
3.14.2 Sign E.xtension For Character Variables
If the declaration of a char variable doesn't specify whether the
variable is signed or unsigned, the code generated for some machines
assumes that the variable is signed and others that it's unsigned For
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example, none of the 8 bit implementations of Aztec C sign extend
characters used in arithmetic computations, whereas all 16 bit
implementations do sign extend characters. This incompatibility can be
corrected by declaring characters used in arithmetic computations as
unsigned, or by AND'ing characters used in arithmetic expressions
with 255 (Oxff). For instance:
char a=l29;
int b;
b = (a & Oxff) • 21;
3.14.3 11le MPU.•• symbols

To simplify the task of writing programs that must have some
system dependent code, each of the Aztec C compilers defines a
symbol which identifies the machine on which the compiler-generated
code will run. These symbols, and their corresponding processors, are:

syr.nbol

pnocessor

MPU68000
MPU8086
MPU80 186
MPU6502
MPU8080
MPUZ80

68000
8086/8088
80186/80286
6502
8080
Z80

Only one of these symbols will be defined for a particular compiler.
For example, the following program fragment contains several
machine-dependent blocks of code. When the program is compiled for
execution on a particular processor, just one of these blocks will be
compiled: the one containing code for that processor.
#ifdef MPU68000
/* 68000 code • I
#else
#ifdef MPU8086
j* 8086 code *I
#else
#ifdef MPU8080
/* 8080 code *I
#endif
#endif
#endif
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4. Error checking

Compiler errors come in two varieties-- fatal and not fatal Fatal
errors cause the compiler to make a final statement and stop. Running
out of memory and finding no input are examples of fatal errors. Both
kinds of errors are described in the Errors chapter. The non-fatal sort
are introduced below.
The compiler will report any errors it finds in the source file. It
will first print out a line of code, followed by a line containing the
up-arrow (caret) character. The up-arrow in this line indicates where
the compiler was in the source line when it detected the error. The
compiler will then display a line containing the following:
• The name of the source file containing the line;
• The number of the line within the file;
• An error code;
• The symbol which caused the error, when appropriate.
The error codes are defined and described in the Errors chapter.
The compiler writes error messages to its standard output Thus,
error messages normally go to the console, but they can be associated
with another device or file by redirecting standard output in the usual
manner. For example,
cg65 prog
errors sent to the console
cg65 prog >outerr
errors sent to the file outerr
The compiler normally pauses after every fifth error, and sends a
message to its standard output asking if you want to continue. The
compiler will continue only if you enter a line beginning with the
character 'y'. If you don't want the compiler to pause in this manner,
(if, for example, the compiler's standard output has been redirected to
a file) specify the -B option when you start the compiler.
The compiler is not always able to give a precise description of an
error. Usually, it must proceed to the next item in the file to ascertain
that an error was encountered Once an error is found, it is not
obvious how to interpret the subsequent code, since the compiler
cannot second-guess the programmer's intentions. This may cause it to
flag perfectly good syntax as an error.
If errors arise at compile time, it is a general rule of thumb that the
very first error should be corrected first This may clear up some of
the errors which follow.
The best way to attack an error is to first look up the meaning of
the error code in the back of this manual Some hints are given there
as to what the problem might be. And you will find it easier to
understand the error and the message if you know why the compiler
produced that particular code. The error codes indicate what the
compiler was doing when the error was found
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The Assemblers
as65 and asi are relocating assemblers that translate an assembly
language source program into relocatable object code. The two
assemblers support different machines: as65 accepts assembly language
for a 6502 or 65c02; asi accepts assembly language for a "pseudo
machine".

In an executable program. an asi-assembled module must be
interpreted by a routine that is in the Aztec libraries.
An executable program can contain both modules that have been
assembled with as65 and modules that have been assembled with asi.
This description has three sections: the first describes how to
operate the assembler; the second describes the assembler's options;
and the third presents information of interest to those writing
assembly language programs.
1. Operating Instructions
Operationally, the two assemblers are very similar. In the following
paragraphs, we will use the name as65 when referring to features that
are common to both assemblers. When the two assemblers differ, we
will say so.
as65 is started with a command line of the form

as65 [-options] prog.asm
where [-options] are optional parameters and prog.asm is the name of
the file to be assembled as65 reads the source code from the specified
file, translates it into object code, and writes the object code to another
file.
1.1 The Source File
The extension on the source file name is optional. If not specified,
it's assumed to be .asm. For example, with the following command,
the compiler will assume that the file name is test.asnr
as65 test
as65 will append .asm to the source file name only if it doesn't find
a period in the file name. So if the name of the source file really
doesn't have an extension, you must compile it like this:

as65 filename.
The period tells the assembler not to append .asm to the name.
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1.2 The Object File
By default, the name of the file to which as65 writes object code is
derived from the name of the source code file, by changing its
extension to .r (or to .i, if asi is used). Also by default, the object code
file is placed in the directory that contains the source code file. For
example, the command
as65 testasm
writes object code to the file test.r (or to test.i, if asi is used), placing
this file in the current directory.
You can explicitly specify the name of the object code file, using
the -0 option. The name of the object code file follows the -0, with
spaces between the -0 and the file name. For example, the following
command assembles test.asm, writing the object code to the file

prog. our.
as -o prog.out testasm
1.3 The Listing File
The -L option causes the assembler to create a file contammg a
listing of the program being assembled The file is placed in the
directory that contains the object file; its name is derived from that of
the object file by changing the extension to ./st.
1.4 Searching for instxt files
The instxt directive tells as65 to suspend assembly of one file and
assemble another; when assembly of the second file is completed,
assembly of the first continues.
You can make the assembler search for instxt files in a sequence of
directories, thus allowing source files and instxt files to be in different
directories.
Directories that are to be searched are defined just as for the
compilers; that is, using the -1 assembler option and the INCL65
environment variable. Optionally, the compiler can also search the
current directory.
Directory search for a particular instxt directive can be disabled by
specifying a directory name in the directive. In this case, just the
specified directory is searched.
1.4.1 The -I option
A -1 option defines a single directory to be searched The directory
name follows the -1, with no intervening blanks. For example, the
following -/ option tells the assembler to search the /ram/include
directory:
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-I/ ram/include
1.4.2 1be INCL6S environment variable.

The INCL65 environment variable defines a directory to be
searched for instxt files. The value of this variable is the name of the
directory to be searched
The command that is used to set environment variables varies from
system to system. For example, on PCDOS the following command
sets INCL65 so that the directory \CG65\ INCLUDE is searched for
include files:
set INCL65=\CG65\INCLUDE
For a description of the command that's used on your system to set
environment variables, see your operating system manual
1.4.3 1be search order

Directories are searched in the following order:
1. If the instxt directive delimited the file name with the double
quote character, ", the current directory on the default drive
is searched If delimited by angle brackets, < and >, this
directory isn't automatically searched

2. The directories defined in -1 options are searched. in the
order listed on the command line.
3. The directory defined in the INCL65 environment variable is
searched
2. Assembler Options

The assembler supports the following options:
Option
-0 objname
-L
-C

-ZAP

Meaning

Send object code to objname.
Generate listing.
Disable assembly of 65C02 instructions.
supported by asi.
Delete the source file after assembling it

Not

3. Programming Information

This section discusses the assembly language that is supported by
as65. A description of the assembly language supported by asi is not

available.
as65 supports the standard MOS Technology syntax: a program
consists of a sequence of statements, each of which is in the standard
MOS Tech form; and the assembler supports the MOS Tech
mnemonics for the standard instructions. as65 supports some of the
MOS Tech directives and their mnemonics; it also supports others, as
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defined below.
The following paragraphs define in more detail the language
supported by as65.
3.1 Statement Syntax
[label] [opcode] [arguments] [[;]comment]
where the brackets "[ ... ]" indicate an optional element
3.2 Labels
A statement's label field defines a symbol to the assembler and
assigns it a value. If present, the symbol name begins in column one.
If a statement is not labeled, then column one must be a blank, tab, or
asterisk. An asterisk denotes a comment line.
Normally, the symbol in a label field is assigned as its value the
address at which the statement's code will be placed However, the equ
directive can be used to create a symbol and assign it some other
value, such as a constant
A label can contain up to 32 characters. Its first character must be
an alphabetic character or one of the special characters ' ' or '.'. Its
other characters can be alphabetic characters, digits,' ', or'.'. A label
followed by "#" is declared external
The compilers place a'_' character at the end of all labels that they
generate.
3.3 Opcodes
The assembler supports the standard MOS Tech instruction
mnemonics for both the 6502 and 65C02 processors. The directives it
supports are defined below.
3.4 Arguments
A statement's arguments can specify a register, a memory location,
or a constant
A memory location can be referenced using any of the standard
6502 or 65C02 addressing modes, and using the standard MOS Tech
syntax.
A memory location reference or a constant can be an expression
containing any of the following operators:
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•

I
+
#

=

<
>

multiply
divide
add
subtract
constant
constant
low byte of expression
high byte of expression

·Expressions are evaluated from left to right with no precedence as
to operator or parentheses.
3.5 Constants
The default base for numeric constants is decimal. Other bases are
specified by the following prefixes or suffixes:
P~fix

Brue
2

%

@

8
10
16

null,&
$

Suffix
b,B
o,O,q,Q
null
h,H

A character constant consists of the character, preceded by a single
quote. For example: 'A.
3.6 Directives
The following paragraphs describe the directives that are supported
by the assembler.

END

end
The end directive defines the end of the source statements.
CSEG

cseg
The cseg directive selects a module's code segment information
generated by statements that follow a cseg directive is placed in
the module's code segment. until another segment-selection
directive is encountered
DSEG

dseg
The dseg directive selects a module's data segment information
generated by statements that follow a dseg directive is placed in
the module's data segment. until another segment-selection
directive is encountered
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EQU

symbol

equ

<expr>

The equ directive creates a symbol named symbol (if it doesn't
already exist), and assigns it the value of the expression expr.
PUBLIC

public

<symbol>[.<symbol>... ]

The public directive identifies the specified symbols as having
external scope. If a specified symbol was created in the within
the module that's being assembled (by being defined in a
statement's label field), this directive allows it to be accessed by
other modules. If a symbol was not created within the module
that's being assembled, this directive tells the assembler that the
symbol was created and made public in another module.
BSS

bss

<synmame>.<size>

The bss directive creates a symbol named symname and reserves
size bytes of space for it in the uninitialized data segment The
symbol cannot be accessed by other modules.
GLOBAL

global

<symnam>.<size>

The global directive creates a symbol named symnam that other
modules can access using the global and public directives.
If other modules create synvzam using just the global directives,
then synvzam will be located in a program's uninitialized data
area. In this case, the amount of space reserved in this area for
synmam will equal the largest value specified by the size fields in
the global statements that define synvtam.
If other modules define synmam in a public statement, but none
of them create synuzam (by specifying it in a label field), then
synvtam will still be located in the uninitialized data segment and
space will be reserved for it as defined above.
If one module both defines synmam using a public statement and
creates the symbol by specifying it in a label field, then synmam
will be located in the program's code or data segment and no
space will be reserved for it in the uninitialized data segment.

ENlRY
entry

<synuzam>

The entry directive defines the symbol synmam as being a
program's entry point
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When a program is linked, the linker normally places a jump
instruction at the program's base address. If the linker finds a
module containing an entry directive, it sets the target of the
jump to the location that was specified in the last entry directive
that it found; otherwise, it sets the target to the beginning of the
program's code segment

FCB
[label]

feb

<value>[, <value>. <value> ... ]

Each value in an feb directive causes one or more bytes of
memory to be allocated and then initialized to the specified
value. The memory is allocated in the currently active segment
(code or data, as defined by the last segment-selection directive).
FDB

[label]

/db

<value>[. <value>. <value> ... ]

The fdb directive is like feb, except that each value causes a twobyte field of memory to be allocated and initialized

FCC
[label]

fcc

"string"

The fcc directive allocates a field that has the same number of
characters as are in string, and places string in it The field is
placed in the currently-active segment
RMB

[label]

rmb

<expr>

The rmb directive reserves a field containing expr bytes in the
currently-active segment The contents of the field are not
defined
INSlXf
instxt
instxt
instxt

<file>
"file"
I file/

The instxt directive causes the assembler to suspend assembly of
the current source file and to assemble the source that's in file.
When done, the assembler will continue assembling the original
file.
The assembler can search for a file in several directories. If file
is surrounded by quotes or slashes, the assembler will begin the
search at the current directory; it will then search directories
specified in the -1 option and the INCL65 environment variable.
If file is surrounded by <>, the assembler will search just the -I
and INCL65 directories.
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The Linker
The ln65 linker has two functions:
• It ties together the pieces of a program which have been
compiled and assembled separately;

• It converts the linked pieces to a format which can be loaded
and executed
The pieces must have been created by the Manx assembler.
The first section of this chapter presents a brief introduction to
linking and what the linker does. If you have had previous experience
with linkage editors. you may wish to continue reading with the
second section. entitled "Using the Linker." There you will find a
concise description of the command format for the linker.

1. Introduction to linking
Relocatable Object Flies
The object code produced by the assembler is "relocatable" because
it can be loaded anywhere in memory. One task of the linker is to
assign specific addresses to the parts of the program. This tells the
operating system where to load the program when it is run.

Linking hello.r
It is very unusual for a C program to consist of a single, selfcontained module. Let's consider a simple program which prints "hello,
world" using the function, print/. The terminology here is precise;
print/ is a function and not an intrinsic feature of the language. It is a
function which you might have written. but it already happens to be
provided in the file, c. lib. This file is a library of all the standard i/o
functions. It also contains many support routines which are called in
the code generated by the compiler. These routines aid in integer
arithmetic, operating system support, etc.
When the linker sees that a call to print/ was made, it pulls the
function from the library and combines it with the "hello, world"
program. The link command would look like this:
ln65 hello.r c.lib
When hello.c was compiled, calls were made to some invisible support
functions in the library. So linking without the standard library will
cause some unfamiliar symbols to be undefined
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The modules in c.lib have been compiled with the native code
compiler, cg65. You can alternatively link your programs with ci.lib,
which has the same modules as c.lib, except that they have been
compiled with cgi instead of cgtJ5.
The Linkin& Process
Since the standard library contains only a limited number of
general purpose functions, all but the most trivial programs are certain
to call user-defined functions. It is up to the linker to connect a
function call with the definition of the function somewhere in the
code.
In the example given below, the linker will f"md two function calls
in file 1. The reference to funcl is •resolved" when the definition of
funcl is found in the same f"tle. The following command
ln6S file l.r c. lib
will cause an error indicating that func2 is an undefined symbol The
reason is that the dcf"mition of func2 is in another file, namely fi/e2.r.
The linkage has to include this file in order to be successful:
ln6S file l.r file2.r c. lib

file 1

file 2

main()
{
funcl();
func2();

func2()
{

return;
}

}

funcl()
{
return;
}
Libraries
A library is a collection of object files put together by a librarian.
Libraries intended for use with ln65 must be built with the Manx
librarian, lb. This utility is described in the Utility Programs chapter.
All object files specified to the linker will be "pulled into" the
linkage; they are automatically included in the final executable file.
However, when a library is encountered, it is searched Only those
modules in the library which satisfy a previous function call are pulled
in.
For Example

Consider the "hello, world" example. Having looked at the module,

hel/o.r, the linker has built a list of undefined symbols. This list
includes all the global symbols that have been referenced but not
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defined Global variables and all function names are considered to be
global symbols.
The list of undefmed symbols for hello.r includes the symbol print/.
When the linker reaches the standard library, this is one of the symbols
it will be looking for. It will discover that print! is defined in a library
module whose name also happens to be print! (There is not any
necessary relation between the name of a library module and the
functions defined within it).
The linker pulls in the print/ module in order to resolve the
reference to the print! function.
Files are examined in the order in which they are specified on the
command line. So the following linkages are equivalent
ln65 hello.r
ln65 c.lib hello.r
Since no symbols are undefined when the linker searches c.lib in the
second line, no modules are pulled in. It is good practice to leave all
-libraries at the end of the command line, with the standard library last
of all
11te Order of Library Modules
For the same reason, the order of the modules within a library is
significant The linker searches a library once, from beginning to end
If a module is pulled in at any point, and that module introduces a new
undefined symbol. then that symbol is added to the running list of
undefineds symbols. The linker will not search the library twice to
resolve any references which remain unresolved A common error lies
in the following situation:
nvdule of program

references (junction calls)

main.r
getinput, do_calc
input.r
gets
calc.r
put value
output.r
printf
Suppose we build a library to hold the last three modules of this
program. Then our link step will look like this:
ln65 main.r proglib.lib c.lib
But it is important that proglib.lib is built in the right order. Let's
assume that main() calls two functions, getinput() and do calc().
getinput() is defined in the module input.r. It in turn calls the standard
library function gets(). do _calc() is in calc.r and calls put_value().
put value() is in output.r and calls print/().
What happens at link time if proglib.lib is built as follows?
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proglib.lib:

inputr
outputr
calc.r

After main.r, the linker has getinput and do_azlc undefined (as well as
some other support functions in c.lib). Then it begins the search of
proglib.lib. It looks at the library module, input, fint Since that module
defines getinput, that symbol is taken off the list of undefined's. But
gets is added to it
The symbols do_azlc and gets arc undefined when the linker
examines the module, outpuL Since neither of these symbols is defined
there, that module is ignored In the next module, azlc, the reference
to do_azlc is resolved but put_value is a new undcfmed symbol
The linker still has gets and put_value undefined. It then moves on
to c.lib, where gets is resolved But the call to put_value is never
satisfied The error from the linker will look like this:
Undefined symbol: put_value_
This means that the module defining put_value was not pulled into the
linkage. The reason, as we saw, was that put_value was not an
undefined symbol when the output module was passed over. This
problem would not occur with the library built this way:
proglib.lib:
inputr
calc.r
outputr
The standard libraries were put together with much care so that this
kind of problem would not arise.
Occasionally it becomes difficult or impossible to build a library so
that all references are resolved In the example, the problem could be
solved with the following command:
ln65 main.r proglib.lib proglib.lib c.lib
The second time through proglib.lib, the linker will pull in the
module output. The reason this is not the most satisfactory solution is
that the linker has to search the library twice; this will lengthen the
time needed to link.
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2. Using the Linker

The general form of a linkage is as follows:
ln65 (-options] filel.r [file2.r ... ] [libl.lib ... ]
The linker combines object modules produced by the as65 and/or

asi assemblers into an executable program. It can search libraries of
object modules for functions needed to complete the linkage; including
just the needed modules in the executable program. The linker makes
just a single pass through a library, so that only forward references
within a library will be resolved

1be exeaatable file
The name of the executable output file can be selected using the -0
linker option. If this option isn't used, the linker will derive the name
of the output file from that of the first object file listed on the
command line, by deleting its extension. In the default case, the
executable file will be located in the directory in which the first object
file is located For example,
ln65 prog.r c.lib
will produce the file prog. The standard library, c.lib, will have to be
included in most linkages.
A different output file can be specified with the -0 option, as in
the following command:
ln65 -o program modl.r mod2.r c.lib
This command also shows how several individual modules can be
linked together. A "module", in this sense, is a section of a program
containing a limited number of functions, usually related These
modules are compiled and assembled separately and linked together to
produce an executable file.
Libraries
Function source is provided with CG65, with which you can
generate several libraries. Two of these libraries are c.lib and ci.lib,
which contain general-purpose functions. The other two are m.lib and
mi.lib, which contain floating point functions. The modules in c.lib and
m.lib have been compiled with the native code compiler, while those in
ci.lib and mi.lib have been compiled with the pseudo code compiler.
All programs must be linked with one of the versions of c.lib. In
addition to containing 6502 versions of all the non-floating point
functions described in the Functions chapter, it contains internal
functions which are called by compiler-generated code, such as
functions to perform long arithmetic.
Programs that perform floating point operations must be linked
with one of the versions of m.lib, in addition to a version of c.lib. The
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floating point library must be specified on the linker command line
before c.lib.
You can also create your own object module libraries using the lb
program. These libraries must be listed on the linker command line
before the Manx libraries.
For example, the following links the module program.r, searching
the libraries mylib.lib, new.lib, m.lib, and c.lib for needed modules:
ln65 program.r mylib.lib new.lib m.lib c.lib

Each of the libraries will be searched once in the order in which
they appear on the command line.
Libraries can be conveniently specified using the -L option. For
example, the following command is equivalent to the following:
ln65 -o program.r -lmylib -lnew -lm -lc

For more information, see the description of the -L option in the
Options section of this chapter.
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3. Linker Options
3.1 Summary of options
3.1.1 General Purpose Options
-0 file

Write executable code to the file named file.

-Lname

Search the library name.lib for needed modules.

-F file

Read command arguments from file.

-T

Generate a symbol table file.

-M

Don't issue warning messages.

-N

Don't abort if there are undefined symbols.

-V

Be verbose.

3.1.2 Options for Segment Address Spedflcatioo

-B addr

Set the program's base address to the hex value addr.

-C addr

Set the starting address of the program's code segment
to the hex value addr.

-D addr

Set the starting address of the program's data segment
to the hex value addr.

-U addr

Set the starting offset of the program's uninitialized
data segment to the hex value addr.

3.1.3 Options for Overlay Usage
-R

Create a symbol table to be used when linking
overlays.

+C size

Reserve size bytes at end of the program's code
segment (the overlay's code segment is loaded here).
size is a hex value.

+D size

Reserve size bytes at end of the program's initialized
and uninitialized data segments (the overlay's data is
loaded here). size is a hex value.

3.1.4 6Sxx Options
+H start.end Define a hole in the program, whose beginning and
ending addresses are the hex values start and end.
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3.2 Detailed desaiptim of the optioos

3.21 General Purpose Optims:
The ..() option

The -0 option can be used to specify the name of the file to which
the linker is to write the executable program. The name of this me is
in the parameter that follows the -0. For example, the following
command writes the executable program to the file progout.
ln65 -o progout prog.o c.lib

If this option isn't used, the linker derives the name of the
executable file from that of the first input file, by deleting its
extension.
The -L option

The -L option provides a convenient means of specifying to the
linker a library that it should search, when the extension of the library
is .lib.
The name of the library is derived by concatenating the value of
the environment variable CL/865, the letters that immediately follow
the -L option. and the string .lib. For example, with the libraries
subs.lib, io.lib, mlib, and c.lib in a directory specified by CL/865, you
can link the module prog.o, and have the linker search the libraries for
needed modules by entering
ln65 prog.o -lsubs -lio -lm -lc
The command that sets CLIB65 varies from system to system. On
PCDOS, the set command is used For example, the following
command defines CL/865 when the libraries are in the directory
jcg65/lib:
set CLIB65=/cg65/lib/
Note the terminating slash on the CL/865 variable: this is required
since the linker simply prepends the value of the CL/865 variable to
the -L string.
The -F option
-F file causes the linker to merge the contents of the given file with
command line arguments. For example, the following command causes
the linker to create an executable program in the file myprog. The
linker includes the modules myprog.o, modl.o, and nvd2.o in the
program, and searches the libraries mylib.lib and c.lib for needed
modules.

ln65 myprog.o -f argfil c.lib
where the file argfil, contains the following:
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modl.o mod2.o
mylib.lib
The linker arguments in argfile can be separated by tabs, spaces, or
newline characters.
There are several uses for the -F option. The most obvious is to
supply the names of modules that are frequently linked together. Since
all the modules named are automatically pulled into the linkage, the
linker does not spend any time in searching, as with a library.
Furthermore, any linker option except -F can be given in a -F file. -F
can appear on the command line more than once, and in any order.
The arguments are processed in the order in which they are read, as
always.

The -T q>tion
The -T option causes the linker to write a program's symbol table to
a file. You must specify this option if the generated program is going
to be converted into Intel hex records by hex65.
Each line of the symbol table file contains a symbol name and its
address.
The symbol table file will have the same name as that of the file
containing the executable program, with extension changed to .sym.
There are several special symbols which will appear in the table.
They are defined in the Memory Organization section of the Technical
Information chapter.

The-M option
The linker issues the message "multiply defined symbol" when it
finds a symbol that is defined with the assembly language directives
global or public in more than one module. The -M option causes the
linker to suppress this message unless the symbol is defined in more
than one public directive.
To maintain compatibility with previous versions of Aztec C, the
linker will generate code for a variable that is defined in multiple
global statements and in at most one public statement, and also issue the
"multiply defined symbol" message. Thus, if you use the global and
public directives in this way, and don't want to get this message, use
the -M option to suppress them.
The definition of a symbol in more than one public directive is
never valid, so the -M option doesn't suppress messages in this case.
For more information, see the discussion on global symbols in the
Programmer Information sections of the Compiler and Assembler
chapters.
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1be -N aptloa

Normally, the linker halts without generating an executable
program if there are undefined symbols; The -N option causes the
linker to go ahead and generate an executable program anyway.

The -V optloa
The -V option causes the linker to send a progress report of the
linkage to the screen as each input me is processed. This is useful in
tracking down undefmed symbols and other errors which may occur
while linking.

3.2.2 Optloas for seameat IMidrea apedflcatloa
The linker orpni:n:s a proaram into three leiJDCDtl: code,
initiaHW!d data. and Wlinitialized data areas. You can derme tbe

starting address of these segments using the -c, ·D, and -U linker
options, respectively. A fourth linker option. -B, will set the "base
address" of the program. These options are followed by the desired
offset, in hex.
By default, the base address of a program is Ox800. Abo by default,
a program's code segment starts three bytes after the base address, its
initialized data segment follows the code, and its uninitialized data
follows the initialized data

A file created by the linker begins with a 4-byte header; this is
followed by a memory image of the program, from its base address
through the end of its code or initialized data segments (whichever is
higher). This image can be loaded into memory,- with the first byte in
the file loaded at the program's OO.se address.
The base address

By default, the linker assumes that a program will begin execution
at its base address, and so creates a jump instruction and places it at the
program's base address. This jump instruction, when executed,
transfers control to the program's startup routine, which is usually
somewhere in the middle of the program's code segment A startup
routine performs initialization activities and then calls the program's
main function.
The linker won't generate the base address jump instruction if
there isn't room for it in program's memory image; that is, if the
segment (code, initialized data, or uninitialized data) that is closest to
the base address begins less than three bytes above the base address.

The startup routine
A program's startup routine is defined using the assembly language
entry directive. If, among the modules that are linked together into an
executable program, the linker finds one that contains the entry

directive, the location specified in that directive is used as the
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program's entry point. If none of the linked modules contain an entry
directive, the start of the program's code segment is used as the
program's entry point
The presence of an entry directive in a library module, however,
does not cause the linker to include that module in a program that it's
building. Inclusion of a library module in a program is caused only
when one of the module's globally-accessible symbols (defined by
specifying the symbol in a public directive) is also on the linker's list of
undefined symbols.
For example, the rom startup routine contains the directives public
.begin and entry .begin. By default, the compiler generates a reference
to .begin when it compiles any module; this reference causes the linker,
when it encounters the rom module in c.lib, to include the rom module
in the program it's building; the module's entry .begin directive then
causes the linker to define .begin as the program's entry point
Example 1
In a typical 65xx ROM system, the ROM is at the top of the
memory space, and the RAM is at the bottom. The fields in the 65xx
memory space between Oxfffa and Oxffff contain pointers of locations
to which the 65xx will transfer control upon the occurrence of special
events such as power-up, system reset, and receipt of an interrupt
Hence the code for a 65xx ROM system is usually placed near the top
of memory, so that the same ROM can contain both the program's
code and the special pointers. Pages 0 and 1, which occupy memory
locations 0 through Oxff and OxlOO through OxlfT, are special on a
65xx, and always contains RAM. Hence the data for a 65xx ROM
system is usually placed just above pages 0 and 1, so that the same
RAM that is used for these two pages can also hold the program's data.
Since, on a typical ROM system, the two bytes beginning at Oxfffc
contain the address to which the processor will transfer control on
system reset or power-up, there is no need for the linker's base address
jump instruction. So for a typical ROM system, the base address and
the beginning of the data segments are set to the same value.
For example, the following command creates the memory image of
a program that will be burned into ROM, where its code begins at
OxfOOO, its initialized data at Ox200, its uninitialized data immediately
following the initialized data:
ln65 -b 200 -d 200 -c

rooo prog.r -lc

Example 2
In some cases, a ROM program fits into another ROM system; a
system whose ROM occupies the high section of memory, handling
interrupts, power-up, etc, and whose RAM occupies the low section of
memory. In this case, the add-on ROM program will fit somewhere in
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the middle of the 6Sxx memory space, with its code beginning at a
known place so that separately-linked ROM programs can access it by
issuing a call to that known place. If, in this case, the add-on
program's code is below its data, use can be made of the linker's
generation of a jump instruction at the program's base address to the
program's entry point That is, the program's base address is set to that
known address, the beginning of the program's code segment is set
three bytes past the base address, and the program's data segments are
placed somewhere above the code segment
For example, the following command links such a program, where
its base address begins at Ox8000, its code at Ox8003, its initialized data
at OxaOOO, and its uninitialized data immediately after the initialized
data:
ln6S -b 8000 -d aOOO prog.r -lc
It wasn't necessary to use the -C option to explicitly specify the
starting address of the code segment; by default, it starts three bytes
after the base address.
Example3
In this example, we want to modify the example 2 program slightly,
so that the program's data is below its code. In this case, you can't
make use of the linker's automatic generation of a jump instruction to
the program's entry point, since this instruction won't be burned into
ROM
For this, you must explicitly specify the module that contains the
program's entry point, as the first module to be linked, which causes
the linker to place it at the beginning of the program's code segment
And you must explicitly tell the linker that the program's code
segment begins at the program's "known address"; that is, the address
that other programs will call to access the program. For example, the
following command links a program so that its code begins at Ox8000,
its initialized data at Ox4000, and its uninitialized data right after the
initialized data:
ln6S -b 4000 -d 4000 -c 8000 -o prog rom.r prog.r -lc
Setting the program's base address equal to the address at which its
data begins tells the linker not to generate a jump instruction at the
base address. rom.r is the startup module, which could have been
obtained by extracting it from c.lib. prog.r contains the main body of
the program, including its main function.
3.23 Opdoos for Overlay Usage

The -R option causes the linker to generate a file containing the
symbol table. It's used when linking a program which calls overlays.
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The name of the symbol table file is derived from that of the
executable file by changing the extension to .rsm. The file is placed in
the same directory as the executable file.
The linker reserves space in a program between its uninitialized
data area and its heap, into which the program's overlays will be
loaded The amount of space equals the sum of the values that you
define using the +C and +D options. For example,
ln65 +c 3000 +d 1000 prog.o -lc
will reserve Ox4000 bytes for overlays. See the Overlay section of the
Technical Information chapter for more details.
3.24 6Sxx optioos
The +H Option
The +H option defines a "hole"; that is, an area of memory into
which the linker should not place a program's code or data. You can
create at most four holes in a program using +H options.
The option has the following form:
+h start,end
where start and end are the addresses, in hex, of the hole's starting and
ending addresses.
For example, suppose you want to create a program, line, that
begins at address Ox800, and that the program is going to access a
graphics area that resides between addresses Ox2000-0x4000. The
following command will link the program:
ln65 +h 2000,4000 line.o -lc
The linker will place as much of the program's code and data as
possible in the area between Ox800-0x2000, and place any additional
code and data in the area above Ox4000.
The linker creates a program's code segment by concatenating
module code segments, until and unless a module's code overlaps a
reserved area If this occurs, the linker moves the module's entire
code segment above the reserved area, in the first non-reserved area in
which it will entirely fit, and then continues the concatenation of
module code segments.
The linker creates a program's initialized data segment in the same
way: it concatenates module initialized data segments as much as

possible, without overlapping a reserved area and without breaking a
module's initialized data segment into discontiguous pieces.
Because the linker won't break up a module's code segment or data
segment, it's likely that some space below a hole will be left unused by
the linker.
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Utility Programs
This chapter describes utility programs that are provided with
Aztec CG65.
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NAI\1E
arcv & mkarcv - source dearchiver & archiver
SYNOPSIS

arcv arcfile (destpfix)
mkarcv arcfile
DFSCRIPTION
arcv extracts the source from the archive arcfile, which has been
previously created by mkarcv.
destpfix defines the directory in which the generated files are
placed: if it is not specified, the generated files are placed in the
current directory. If it is specified, it is prepended to the name of the
file that arcv would otherwise usc.
mkarcv creates the archive file arcfile, placing in it the files whose
names it reads from its standard input. Only one file name is read
from a standard input line.
EXAMPLES

For example, the file header.arc contains the source for all the
header files. To create these header files in the current directory,
enter:
arcv header.arc
The following command creates the archive myarc.arc containing
the files in.c, out.c, and hello.c:
mkarcv myarc.arc <myarc.bld
The names of the following three files are contained in the file

myarc.bld:
in.c
out.c
hello.c
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NAME
cnm65 - display object file info
SYNOPSIS

cnm65 (-sol) file I file ... )
DESCRIPTION
cnm65 displays the size and symbols of its object file arguments.
The files can be object modules created by the Manx assembler,
libraries of object modules created by the lb librarian, and, when
applicable, 'rsm' files created by the Manx linker during the linking of
an overlay root

For example, the following displays the size and symbols for the
object module subl.o and the library c.lib:
cnm65 subl.o c.lib
By default, the information is sent to the console. It can be
redirected to a file or device in the normal way. For example, the
following commands send information about subl.o to the display and
to the file dispfile:
cnm65 subl.o
cnm65 subl.o > dispfile
The first line listed by cnm65 for an object module has the
following format:
file (module): code: cc data: dd

udata: uu total: tt (Oxhh)

where
• file is the name of the file containing the module,
• module is the name of the module; if the module is unnamed,

this field and its surrounding parentheses aren't printed;
• cc is the number of bytes in the module's code segment, in

decimal;
• dd is the number of bytes in the module's initialized data

segment, in decimal;
• uu is the number of bytes in the module's uninitialized data

segment, in decimal;
is the total number of bytes in the module's three segments,
in decimal;
• hh is the total number of bytes in the module's three
segments, in hexadecimal.

• tt

If cnm65 displays information about more than one module, it
displays four totals just before it finishes, listing the sum of the sizes
of the modules' code segments, initialized data segments, and
uninitialized data segments, and the sum of the sizes of all segments of
all modules. Each sum is in decimal; the total of all segments is also
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given in hexadecimal.
The -s option tells cl!m65° to display just the sizes of the object
modules. If this option isn't specified, cnm65 also displays information
about each named symbol in the object modules.
When cnm65 displays information about the modules' named
symbols, the -/ option tells cnm65 to display each symbol's information
on a separate line and to display all of the characters in a symbol's
name; if this option isn't used, cnm65 displays the information about
several symbols on a line and only displays the first eight characters of
a symbol's name.
The -o option tells cnm65 to prefix each line generated for an
object module with the name of the file containing the module and the
module name in parentheses (if the module is named). If this option
isn't specified, this information is listed just once for each module:
prefixed to the first line generated for the module.
The -o option is useful when using cnm65 in combination with
grep. For example, the following commands will display all
information about the module perror in the library c.lib:
cnm65 -o c.lib >tmp
grep perror tmp
cnm65 displays information about an module's 'named' symbols;
that is, about the symbols that begin with something other than a dollar
sign followed by a digit. For example, the symbol quad is named, so
information about it would be displayed; the symbol $0123 is
unnamed, so information about it would not be displayed

For each named symbol in a module, cnm65 displays its name, a
two-character code specifying its type, and an associated value. The
value displayed depends on the type of the symbol.
If the first character of a symbol's type code is lower case, the
symbol can only be accessed by the module; that is, it's local to the
module. If this character is upper case, the symbol is global to the
module: either the module has defined the symbol and is allowing
other modules to access it or the module needs to access the symbol,
which must be defined as a global or public symbol in another module.
The type codes are:
ab

The symbol was defined using the assembler's EQU
directive. The value listed is the equated value of its
symbol.
The compiler doesn't generate symbols of this type.

pg

The symbol is in the code segment The value is the
offset of the symbol within the code segment
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The compiler generates this type symbol for function
names. Static functions are local to the function, and
so have type pg; all other functions are global, that is,
callable from other programs, and hence have type Pg.
dt

The symbol is in the initialized data segment The
value is the offset of the symbol from the start of the
data segment
The compiler generates symbols of this type for
initialized variables which are declared outside any
function. Static variables are local to the program and
so have type dt; all other variables are global, that is,
accessable from other programs, and hence have type
Dt.

ov

When an overlay is being linked and that overlay itself
calls another overlay, this type of symbol can appear
in the rsm file for the overlay that is being linked It
indicates that the symbol is defined in the program
that is going to call the overlay that is being linked
The value is the offset of the symbol from the
beginning of the physical segment that contains it

zm

The symbol is used but not defined within the
program. The value has no meaning.
In assembly language terms, a type of Un (the U is
capitalized) indicates that the symbol is the operand of
a public directive and that it is perhaps referenced in
the operand field of some statements, but that the
program didn't create the symbol in a statement's label
field
The compiler generates Un symbols for functions that
are called but not defined within the program, for
variables that are declared to be extern and that are
actually used within the program, and for
uninitialized, global dimensionless arrays. Variables
which are declared to be extern but which are not used
within the program aren't mentioned in the assembly
language source file generated by the compiler and
hence don't appear in the object file.

bs

The symbol is in the uninitalized data segment. The
value is the space reserved for the symbol
The compiler generates bs symbols for static,
uninitialized variables which are declared outside all
functions and which aren't dimensionless arrays.
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The assembler generates bs symbols for symbols
defined using the bss assembler directive.
Gl

The symbol is in the uninitialized data segment The
value is the space reserved for the symbol.
The compiler generates Gl symbols for non-static,
uninitializcd variables which are declared outside all
functions and which aren't dimensionless arrays.
The assembler generates Gl symbols for variables
declared using the global directive which have a nonzero size.
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NAME
ere - Utility for generating the CRC for files
SYNOPSIS

ere filet file2 ...
DESCRIPTION

ere computes a number, called the CRC, for the specified files.
The CRC for a file is entirely dependent on the file's contents, and
it is very unlikely that two files whose contents are different will have
the same CRCs. Thus, ere can be used to determine whether a file has
the expected contents.
As an example of the usage of ere, the following command
computes the ere of all files whose extension is .c:
ere *.c
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NAME

hd - hex dump utility
SYNOPSIS

hd [+n[.)) filet [+n[.)) file 2 •.•
DESCRIPTION

hd displays the contents of one or more files in hex and ascii to its
standard output
filel, file2, ... are the names of the files to be displayed
+n specifies the offset into the file where the display is to start, and
defaults to the beginning of the file. If +n is followed by a period, n is
assumed to be a decimal number; otherwise, it's assumed to be
hexadecimal. Each file will be displayed beginning at the last specified
offset.

EXAMPLES

The following command displays the contents of files o/dtest and
newtest, beginning at offset Oxl6b, and of the file named junk,
beginning at its first byte:
hd + 16b oldtest newtest +0 junk

The next command displays the contents of tstfil, beginning at byte
1000:

hd-r+lOOO. tstfil
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NAME
hex65 - Intel hex generator
SYNOPSIS

hex65 [-options) progfile
DESCRIPTION
hex65 translates a program that was generated by the Aztec CG65
linker, into Intel hex records. The program can then be burned into
ROM by feeding the hex records into a ROM programmer. The
records are written to one or more files, each of which contains the
hex records for one ROM chip.

The ROM chips that are generated from the hex65 output files will
contain the program's code, followed by a copy of its initialized data
Note: when a ROM system is started, its RAM contains random values;
the Aztec CG65 startup routine sets up its initialized data area, using
the copy that's in ROM.
Optionally, the last ROM chip will occupy the top section of the 65xx
memory space, and contain in the top 6 bytes, pointers to the
program's power-up/reset routine, the nmi interrupt handler, and the
irq interrupt handler.
hex65 assumes that the size of each ROM chip is 2 kb. You can
explicitly define the size of each ROM using hex65's -P option.

The input files
When you tell the linker to create the memory image of a program
that's to be burned into ROM, you must specify the -T option, to make
the linker also create a file containing the program's symbol table.
That's because when hex65 translates the memory image of a program
into hex records, it reads both of these files.
The names of the files that are read by hex65 must obey the
linker's conventions: the memory image file should not have an
extension, and the name of the symbol table file should be the same as
that of the memory image file, with extension .sym.
The only file name you specify when you start hex65 is that of the
memory image file; hex65 derives the name of the symbol table file by
appending .sym to it.
The output files
hex65 derives the name of each output file from that of the file
that contains the memory image, by appending an extension of the
form .XIIII, where mz is a number. For example, if the name of the
memory image file is prog, then the name of the output files generated
by hex65 are prog.xOO, prog.xOJ, and so on, where the .xOO file
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contains the hex records for the lowest-addressed ROM. .xOI the hex
records for the next ROM, etc. When hex65 generates hex records that
will initialize the 65xx powe·r-up and interrupt vector fields, it will
create a separate file, if necessary, that contains just these Intel hex
records. The extension of this separate file indicates the position of its
ROM in the memory space.
For example, suppose that hex65 is creating hex records for a
program whose code and copy of initialized data will reside in two 2kb ROMs that begin at OxeOOO, and that it is also generating the hex
records that will initialize the power-up and interrupt vectors. Then
hex65 will create the following files, of which the first two contain the
records for the code and copy of initialized data and the third the
records for the vectors:
prog.xOO

Contains the hex records for the ROM chip that
occupies Oxe000-0xe7ff;

prog.xOI

Contains the hex records for the ROM that occupies
Oxe800-0xefff;

prog.x03

Contains the hex records for the ROM that occupies
Oxf800-0xffff.

The position of each file's corresponding ROM in the memory
space is indicated by the number in its file's extension:
• The number in the first file's extension is 00, so its ROM
occupies the 2-kb block that begins at Oxe000+0*0x400. Note:
nothing in the names of these files indicates the memory
location of these ROMs, but you know that the first one
begins at the starting address of the program's code segment;
that is, at OxeOOO.
• The number in the second file's extension is 01, so its ROM
occupies the 2- kb block that begins at Oxe000+ I*Ox400.
• The number in the third file's extension is 03, so its ROM
occupies the 2-kb block that begins at Oxe000+2*0x400.
1be options
hex65 supports the following options:

-Pnn

Each ROM is mz bytes long, where nn is a decimal
number. If this option isn't specified, each ROM is
assumed to be 2 kb long.

-Z

Don't generate hex records for the power-up and
interrupt vectors. If this option isn't specified, these
vectors are generated

-Bnmm

The program's base address is Oxnnnn (this is the
address that was specified as the base address when the
program was linked, using either the -B option or the
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default value). If this option isn't specified, it's
assumed to be the lesser of the beginning addresses of
the program's code or initialized data segments.
-S

Output spaces between the fields of each hex record,
to make the records more readable.

-L

Output hex digits using lower case characters.

-?

List the options.
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NAME

lb65 - object file librarian
SYNOPSIS
lb65 library )options) lmodl mod2 ... )
DESCRIPTION
lb65 is a program that creates and manipulates libraries of object
modules. The modules must be created by the Manx assembler.

This description of lb65 is divided into three sections: the first
describes briefly lb65's arguments and options, the second lb65's basic
features, and the third the rest of lb65's features.
1. 1be arguments to lb65
1.1 1be library argument
When started, lb65 acts upon a single library file. The first
argument to lb65 (library, in the synopsis) is the name of this file. The
filename extension for library is optional; if not specified, it's assumed
to be .lib.
1.2 1be optiom argument
There are two types of options argument function code options, and
qualifier options. These options will be summarized in the following
paragraphs, and then described in detail below.
1.2.1 Function rode options
When lb65 is started, it performs one function on the specified
library, as defined by the optiom argument The functions that lb65
can perform, and their corresponding option codes, are:
function
create a library
add modules to a library
list library modules
move modules within a library
replace modules
delete modules
extract modules
ensure module uniqueness
define module extension
help

code
(no code)
-a, -i, -b
-t
-m
-r
-d
-x
-u

-e
-h

In the synopsis, the options argument is surrounded by square
brackets. This indicates that the argument is optiona~ if a code isn't
specified, lb65 assumes that a library is to be created
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1.22 Qualifier options
In addition to a function code, the options argument can optionally
specify a qualifier, that modifies lb65's behavior as it is performing the
requested function. The qualifiers and their codes are:
verbose
silent

-v

-s

The qualifier can be included in the same argument as the function
code, or as a separate argument For example, to cause lb65 to append
modules to a library, and be silent when doing it, any of the following
option arguments could be specified:
-as
-sa
-a -s

-s -a
1.3 The nrxi arguments
The arguments modi, nwc/2, etc. are the names of the object
modules, or the files containing these modules, that lb65 is to use. For
some functions, lb65 requires an object module name, and for others it
requires the name of a file containing an object module. In the latter
case, the file's extension is optional; if not specified, the /b65 that's
supplied with native Aztec C systems assumes that it's .o, and the lb65
that's supplied with cross development versions of Aztec C assumes
that the extension is .r. You can explicitly define the default module
extension using the -e option.
1.4 Reading arguments from another file
lb65 has a special argument, - f filename, that causes it to read
command line arguments from the specified file. When done, it
continues reading arguments from the command line. Arguments can
be read from more than one file, but the file specified in a - f filename
argument can't itself contain a -f filename argument

2 Basic features of lb65
In this section we want to describe the basic features of lb65. With
this knowledge in hand, you can start using lb65, and then read about
the rest of the features of lb65 at your leisure.
The basic things you need to know about lb65, and which thus are
described in this section, are:
• How to create a library
• How to list the names of modules in a library
• How modules get their names
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• Order of modules in a library
• Getting lb65 arguments from a file
Thus, with the information presented in this section you can create
libraries and get a list of the modules in libraries. The third section of
this description shows you how to modify selected modules within a
library.
21 Oeating a Library
A library is created by starting /b65 with a command line that
specifies the name of the library file to be created and the names of
the files whose object modules are to be copied into the library. It
doesn't contain a function code, and it's this absence of a function
code that tells lb65 that it is to create a library.
For example, the following command creates the library exmpl.lib,
copying into it the object modules that are in the files objl.o and

obj2.o:
lb65 exmpl.lib objl.o obj2.o
Making use of /b65's assumptions about file names for which no
extension is specified, the following command is equivalent to the
above command:
lb65 exmpl objl obj2
An object module file from which modules are read into a new
library can itself be a library created by lb65. In this case, all the
modules in the input library are copied into the new library.
21.1 The temporary library
When lb65 creates a library or modifies an existing library, it first
creates a new library with a temporary name. If the function was
successfully performed, lb65 erases the file having the same name as
the specified library, and then renames the new library, giving it the
name of the specified library. Thus, lb65 makes sure it can create a
library before erasing an existing one.
Note that there must be room on the disk for both the old library
and the new.

22 Getting the table of contents for a library
To list the names of the modules in a library, use lb65's -t option.
For example, the following command lists the modules that are in
exmp/.lib:

lb65 exmpl -t
The list will include some **DIR•• entries. These identify blocks
within the library that contain control information. They are created
and deleted automatically as needed, and cannot be changed by you.
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2.3 How modules get their names
When a module is copied into a library from a file containing a
single object module (that is, from an object module generated by the
Manx assembler), the name of the module within the library is derived
from the name of the input file by deleting the input file's volume,
path, and extension components.
For example, in the example given above, the names of the object
modules in exmpl.lib are objl and obj2.
An input file can itself be a library. In this case, a module's name
in the new library is the same as its name in the input library.
2.4 Order in a library
The order of modules in a library is important, since the linker
makes only a single pass through a library when it is searching for
modules. For a discussion of this, see the tutorial section of the
Linker chapter.
When lb65 creates a library, it places modules in the library in the
order in which it reads them. Thus, in the example given above, the
modules will be in the library in the following order:
objl obj2
As another example, suppose that the library o/dlib.lib contains the
following modules, in the order specified:
sub!

sub2

sub3

If the library newlib.lib is created with the command
lb65 newlib modi oldlib.lib mod2 mod3
the contents of the newly-created newlib.lib will be:
modi

subl

sub2

sub3

mod2

mod3

The ord utility program can be used to create a library whose
modules are optimally sorted For information, see its description later
in this chapter.
2.5 Getting lb65 arguments from a file

For libraries contammg many modules, it is frequently
inconvenient, if not impossible, to enter all the arguments to lb65 on a
single command line. In this case, lb65's - f filename feature can be of
use: when lb65 finds this option, it opens the specified file and starts
reading command arguments from it. After finishing the file, it
continues to scan the command line.
For example, suppose the file build contains the line
exmpl objl obj2
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Then entering the command
lb65 -f build
causes lb65 to get its arguments from the file build, which causes lb65
to create the library exmpl.lib containing objl and obj2.
Arguments in a -f file can be separated by any sequence of
whitespace characters ('whitespace' being blanks, tabs, and newlines).
Thus, arguments in a -f file can be on separate lines, if desired
The lb65 command line can contain multiple -f arguments, allowing
lb65 arguments to be read from several files. For example, if some of
the object modules that are to be placed in exmpLlib are defined in
arith.inc, input.inc, and output.inc, then the following command could be
used to create exmpl.lib:
lb65 exmpl -f arith.inc -f inputinc -f outputinc
A -f file can contain any valid lb65 argument, except for another -f.
That is, -f files can't be nested
3. Advanced lb65 features
In this section we describe the rest of the functions that lb65 can
perform. These primarily involve manipulating selected modules
within a library.
3.1 Adding modules to a library

lb65 allows you to add modules to an existing library. The modules
can be added before or after a specified module in the library or can
be added to the beginning or end of the library.
The options that select lb65's add function are:

option
-b target
-i target
-a target
-b+
-i+

-a+

function
add modules before the module target
same as -b target
add modules after the module target
add modules to the beginning of the library
same as -b+
add modules to the end of the library

In an lb65 command that selects the add function, the names of the
files containing modules to be added follows the add option code (and
the target module name, when appropriate). A file can contain a single
module or a library of modules.
Modules are added in the order that they are specified If a library
is to be added, its modules are added in the order they occur in the
input library.
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3.1.1 Adding modules before an existing module

As an example of the addition of modules before a selected module,
suppose that the library exmpl.lib contains the modules
objl

obj2

obj3

The command
lb65 exmpl -i obj2 modi mod2
adds the modules in the files modl.o and mod2.o to exmpl.lib, placing
them before the module obj2. The resultant exmpl.lib looking like this:
objl

modi

mod2

obj2

obj3

Note that in the lb65 command we didn't need to specify the
extension of either the file containing the library to which modules
were to be added or the extension of the files containing the modules
to be added lb65 assumed that the extension of the file containing the
target library was .lib, and that the extension of the other files was .o.
As an example of the addition of one library to another, suppose
that the library mylib.lib contains the modules
mod I

mod2

mod3

and that the library exmpl.lib contains
objl

obj2

obj3

Then the command
lb65 -b obj2 mylib.lib
adds the modules in mylib.lib to exmp/.lib, resulting in exmpl.lib
containing
objl

modi

mod2

mod3

obj2

obj3

Note that in this example, we had to specify the extension of the
input file mylib.lib. If we hadn't included it, lb65 would have assumed
that the file was named mylib.o.
3.1.2 Adding modules after an existing module

As an example of adding modules after a specified module, the
command
lb65 exmpl -a objl modi mod2
will insert mod 1 and nwd2 after objl in the library exmpl.lib.
exmpl.lib originally contained
objl

obj2

obj3

then after the addition, it contains
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3.1.3 Adding modules at the beginning or end of a library

The options -b+ and -a+ tell lb65 to add the modules whose names
follow the option to the beginning or end of a library, respectively.
Unlike the -i and -a options, these options aren't followed by the name
of an existing module in the library.
For example, given the library exmp/.lib containing
objl

obj2

the following command will add the modules nvdl and nvd2 to the
beginning of exmpl.lib:
lb65 exmpl -i+ modi mod2
resulting in exmp/.lib containing
modi mod2 objl obj2
The following command will add the same modules to the end of
the library:
lb65 exmpl -a+ modi mod2
resulting in exmp/.lib containing
objl

obj2

modi

mod2

3.2 Moving modules within a library

Modules which already exist in a library can be easily moved about,
using the move option, -m.
As with the options for adding modules to an existing library, there
are several forms of move functions:
option

-mb target
-rna target
-mb+
-rna+

meaning

move
move
move
move

modules
modules
modules
modules

before the module target
after the module target
to the beginning of the library
to the end of the library

In the lb65 command, the names of the modules to be moved
follows the 'move' option code.
The modules are moved in the order in which they are found in
the original library, not in the order in which they are listed in the
lb65 command.

3.21 Moving modules before an existing module
As an example of the movement of modules to a position before an
existing module in a library, suppose that the library exmp/.lib contains
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The following command moves obj3 before obj2:
lb65 exmpl -mb obj2 obj3
putting the modules in the order:
o~l

o~3

o~2

o~4

o~5

o~6

And, given the library in the original order again. the following
command moves obj6, obj2, and objl before obj3:
lb65 exmpl -mb obj3 obj6 obj2 objl
putting the library in the order:
objl

obj2

obj6

obj3

obj4

obj5

As an example of the movement of modules to a position after an
existing module, suppose that the library exmpl.lib is back in its
original order. Then the command
lb65 exmpl -rna obj4 obj3 obj2
moves obj3 and obj2 after obj4, resulting in the library
objl

obj4

obj2

obj3

obj5

obj6

3.2.2 Moving modules to the beginning or end of a library
The options for moving modules to the beginning or end of a
library are -mh+ and -nuz+, respectively.
For example, given the library exmpl.lib with contents
o~l

ob~

o~3

o~4

ob~

o~6

the following command will move obj3 and obj5 to the beginning of
the library:
lb65 exmpl -mb+ obj5 obj3
resulting in exmpl.lib having the order
o~3

o~5

o~l

o~2

o~4

o~6

And the following command will move obj2 to the end of the
library:
lb65 cxmpl -rna+ obj2
3.3 Deleting Modules
Modules can be deleted from a library using lb65's -d option. The
command for deletion has the form
lb65 libnamc -d modi mod2 ...
where mod!, mod2, ... arc the names of the modules to be deleted
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For example, suppose that exmpl.lib contains
objl

obj2

obj3

obj4

obj5

obj6

The following command deletes obj3 and obj5 from this library:
lb65 exmpl -d obj3 obj5
3.4 Replacing Modules

The lb65 option 'replace' is used to replace one module in a library
with one or more other modules.
The 'replace' option has the form -r target, where target is the name
of the module being replaced In a command that uses the 'replace'
option, the names of the files whose modules are to replace the target
module follow the 'replace' option and its associated target module.
Such a file can contain a single module or a library of modules.
Thus, an lb65 command to replace a module has the form:
lb65 library -r target modi mod2 ...
For example, suppose that the library exmpl.lib looks like this:
objl obj2 obj3 obj4
Then to replace obj3 with the modules in the files modl.o and mod2.o,
the following command could be used:
lb65 exmpl -r obj3 modi mod2
resulting in exmpl.lib containing
objl

obj2

modi

mod2

obj4

3.5 Uniqueness

lb65 allows libraries to be created containing duplicate modules,
where one module is a duplicate of another if it has the same name.

The option -11 causes lh65 to delete duplicate modules in a library,
resulting in a library in which each module name is unique. In
particular, the -u option causes lb65 to scan through a library, looking
at module names. Any modules found that are duplicates of previous
modules are deleted.
For example, suppose that the library exmpl.lib contains the
following:
objl

obj2

obj3

objl

obj3

The command
lb65 exmpl -u
will delete the second copies of the modules objl and obj2, leaving the
library looking like this:
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3.6 Extracting modules from a Library
The lb65 option -x extracts modules from a library and puts them
in separate files, without modifying the library.
The names of the modules to be extracted follows the -x option. If
no modules are specified, all modules in the library are extracted
When a module is extracted, it's written to a new file; the file has
same name as the module and extension .o.
For example, given the library exmpl.lib containing the modules
objl obj2 obj3
The command
lb65 exmpl -x
extracts all modules from the library, writing objl to objl.o, obj2 to
obj2.o, and obj3 to obj3.o.
And the command
lb65 exmpl -x obj2
extracts just obj2 from the library.
3.7 1be 'verbose' option
The 'verbose' option, -v, causes lb65 to be verbose; that is, to tell
you what it's doing.
This option can be specified as part of another option, or all by
itself. For example, the following command creates a library in a
chatty manner:
lb65 cxmpl -v modi mod2 mod3
And the following equivalent commands cause lb65 to remove some
modules and to be verbose:
lb65 exmpl -dv modi mod2
lb65 cxmpl -d -v modi mod2
3.8 The 'silence' option
The 'silence' option, -s, tells lb65 not to display its signon message.
This option is especially useful when redirecting the output of a list
command to a disk file, as described below.

3.9 Rebuilding a library
The following commands provide a convenient way to rebuild a
library:
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lb65 exmpl -st > tfil
lb65 exmpl -f tfil
The first command writes the names of the modules in exmpl.lib to
the file tfil. The second command then rebuilds the library, using as
arguments the listing generated by the first command
The -s option to the first command prevents lb65 from sending
information to t/il that would foul up the second command The
names sent to tfil include entries for the directory blocks, ••DJR••, but
these are ignored by lb65.

3.10 Defining the default module extension.
Specification of the extension of an object module file is optional;
the lb65 that comes with native development versions of Aztec C
assumes that the extension is .o, and the lb65 that comes with cross
development versions of Aztec C assumes that it's .r. You can
explicitly define the default extension using the -e option. This option
has the form
-e .ext
For example, the following command creates a library; the
extension of the input object module files is .i.
lb65 my.lib -e .i modi mod2 mod3

3.11 Help
The -h option is provided for brief lapses of memory, and will
generate a summary of lb65 functions and options.
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NAME
make - Program maintenance utility
SYNOPSIS

make [-n] [-fmakefile] [-a] [namel name2 ... ]
DESCRIPTION

make is a program, similar to the UNIX program of the same name,
whose primary function is to create, and keep up-to-date, files that are
created from other files, such as programs, libraries, and archives.
When told to make a file, nuzke first ensures that the files from
which the target file is created are up-to-date or current, recreating
just the ones that aren't Then, if the target file is not current, make
creates it
Inter-file dependencies and the commands which must be executed
to create files are specified in a file called the 'makefile', which you
must write.

make has a rule-processing capability, which allows it to infer,
without being explicitly told, the files on which a file depends and the
commands which must be executed to create a file. Some rules are
built into make; you can define others within the makefile.
A rule tells nuzke something like this:
"a target file having extension '.x' depends on the file
having the same basic name and extension '.y'. To
create such a target file, apply the commands ... ".
Rules simplify the task of writing a makefile: a file's dependency
information and command sequences need be explicitly specified in a
makefile only if this information can't be inferred by the application
of a rule.

make has a macro capability. A character string can be associated
with a macro name; when the macro name is invoked in the makefile,
it's replaced by its string.
Preview
The rest of this description of make is divided into the following
sections:
l. The basics
2. Advanced features
3. Examples
1. The basics
In this section we want to present the basic features of make, with
which you'll be able to start using nUlke. Section 2 describes the other
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features of make.
Before you can begin using nUlke, you must know what make does,
how to create a simple makefile that contains dependency entries, how
to take advantage of nUlke's rule-processing capability, and, finally,
how to tell nUlke to make a file. Each of these topics is discussed in the
following paragraphs.
1.1 What make does

The main function of nUlke is to make a target file "current", where
a file is considered "current" if the files on which it depends are
current and if it was modified more recently than its prerequisite files.
To make a file current, make makes the prerequisite files current;
then, if the target file is not current, make executes the commands
associated with the file, which usually recreates the file.
As you can see, nUlke is inherently recursive: making a file current
involves making each of its prerequisite files current; making these
files current involves making each of their prerequisite files current;
and so on.

nUlke is very efficient it only creates or recreates files that aren't
current If a file on which a target file depends is current, make leaves
it alone. If the target file itself is current, nUlke will announce the fact
and halt without modifying the target

It is important to have the time and date set for make to
behave properly, since make uses the 'last modified' times
that are recorded in files' directory entries to decide if a
target file is not current.

1.2 1be makefile

When make starts, one of the first things it does is to read a file,
which you must write, called the 'makefile'. This file contains
dependency entries defining inter-file dependencies and the commands
that must be executed to make a file current It also contains rule
definitions and macro definitions.
In the following paragraphs, we want to just describe dependency
entries. In section 2 we discuss the somewhat more advanced topics of
rule and macro definition.
A dependency entry in a makefile defines one or more target files,
the files on which the targets depend, and the operating system
commands that arc to be executed when any of the targets is not
current. The first line of the entry specifies the target files and the
files on which they depen~ the line begins with the target file names,
followed by a colon, followed by one or more spaces or tabs, followed
by the names of the prerequisite files. It's important to place spaces or
tabs after the colon that separates target and dependent files; on
systems that allow colons in file names, this allows make to distinguish
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between the two uses of the colon character.
The commands are on the following lines of the dependency
information entry. The first character of a command line must be a
tab; make assumes that the command lines end with the last line not
beginning with a tab.
For example,consider the following dependency entry:
prog.com: prog.o subl.o sub2.o
In -o prog.com prog.o subl.o sub2.o -lc
This entry says that the file prog.com depends on the files prog.o,
subl.o, and sub2.o. It also says that if prog.com is not current, make
should execute the In command make considers prog.com to be current
if it exists and if it has been modified more recently than prog.o,
subl.o, and sub2.o.
The above entry describes only the dependence of prog.com on
prog.o, subl.o, and sub2.o. It doesn't define the files on which the '.o'
files depend For that, we need either additional dependency entries in
the makefile or a rule that can be applied to create '.o' files from '.c'
files.
For now, we'll add dependency entries in the makefile for prog.o,
subl.o, and sub2.o, which will define the files on which the object
modules depend and the commands to be executed when an object
module is not current. In section 1.3 we'll then modify the makefile to
make use of make's built-in rule for creating a '.o' file from a '.c' file.
Suppose that the '.o' files are created from the C source files prog.c,
subl.c, and sub2.c; that subl.c and sub2.c contain a statement to include
the file defs.h and that prog.c doesn't contain any #include statements.
Then the following long-winded makefile could be used to explicitly
define all the information needed to make prog.com
prog.com: prog.o subl.o sub2.o
In -o prog.com prog.o subl.o sub2.o -lc
prog.o: prog.c
cc prog.c
subl.o: subl.c dcfs.h
cc subl.c
sub2.o: sub2.c dcfs.h
cc sub2.c
This makcfilc contains four dependency entries: for prog.com,
prog.o, subl.o. and sub2.o. Each entry defines the files on which its
target file depends and the commands to be executed when its target
isn't current. The order of the dependency entries in the makefile is
not important.
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We can use this makcfile to make any of the four target files
defined in it. If none of the target files exists, then entering
make prog.com
will cause make to compile and assemble all three object modules from
their C source files, and then create prog.com by linking the object
modules together.
Suppose that you create prog.com and then modify subl.c. Then
telling make to make prog.com will cause make to compile and assemble
just subl.c, and then recreate prog.com.
If you then modify dejs.h, and then tell make to make prog.com.
make will compile and assemble subl.c and sub2.c, and then recreate
prog. com.
You can tell make to make any file defined as a target in a
dependency entry. Thus, if you want to make sub2.o current, you could
enter
make sub2.o
A makefile can contain dependency entries for unrelated files. For
example, the following dependency entries can be added to the above
make file:
hello.exe: hello.o
In hello.o -lc
hello.o: hello.c
cc hello.c
With these dependency entries, you can tell make to make hel/o.exe
and hello.o, in addition to prog.com and its object files.
1.3 Rules

You can see that the makefile describing a program built from
many .o files would be huge if it had to explicitly state that each .o file
depends on its .c source file and is made current by compiling its
source file.
This is where rules are useful. When a rule can be applied to a file
that make has been told to make or that is a direct or indirect
prerequisite of it, the rule allows make to infer, without being
explicitly told, the name of a file on which the target file depends
and/or the commands that must be executed to make it current. This
in turn allows makefiles to be very compact, just specifying
information that nuzke can't infer by the application of a rule.
Some rules are built into nuzke; you can define others in a makefile.
In the rest of this section, we're going to describe the properties of
rules and how you write makcfiles that make use of make's built-in
rule for creating a .o file from a .c file. For more information on rules,
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including a complete list of built-in rules and how to define rules in a
makefilc, sec section 2.2.
1.3.1 make's use of rules
A rule specifies a target extension, source extension, and sequence
of commands. Given a file that make wants to make, it searches the
rules known to it for one that meets the following conditions:

* The rule's target extension is the same as the file's extension;
• A file exists that has the same basic name as the file make is
working on and that has the rule's source extension.
If a rule is found that meets these conditions, make applies the first
such rule to the file it's working on, as follows:

* The file having the source extension is defined to be a
prerequisite of the file with the target extension;

* If the file having the target extension doesn't have a
command sequence associated with it, the rule's commands
are defined to be the ones that will make the file current
One rule built into nUlke, for converting .c files into .o files, says
"a file having extension '.o' depends on the file
having the same basic name, with extension '.c'. To
make current such a .o file, execute the command
cc x.c
where 'x' is the name of the file"
Another built-in rule exists for converting .asm files into .o files,
using the Manx assembler.
1.3.2 An example
The .c to .o rule allows us to abbreviate the long-winded makefile
given in section 1.2 as follows:
prog.com: prog.o subl.o sub2.o
In -o prog.com prog.o subl.o sub2.o -lc
subl.o sub2.o: dcfs.h
In this abbreviated makcfilc, a dependency entry for prog.o isn't
needed; using the built-in '.c to .o' rule, make infers that the prog.o
depends on prog.c and that the command cc prog.c will make prog.o
current.
The abbreviated makefilc says that both subl.o and sub2.o depend
on defs.h. It doesn't say that they also depend on subl.c and sub2.c,
respectively, or that the compiler must be run to make them current;
nUlke infers this information from the .c to .o rule. The only
information given in the dependency entry is that which make couldn't
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infer by itself: that the two object files depend on defs.h.
1.3.3 Interaction of rules and dependency entries
As we showed in the above example, a rule allows you to leave
some dependency information unspecified in a makefile. The prog.o
entry in the long-winded make file of section 1.2 was not needed, since
its information could be inferred by the .c to .o rule. And the
dependence of subl.o and sub2.o on their respective C source files, and
the commands needed to create the object files was also not needed,
since the information could be inferred from the .c to .o rule.
There are occasions when you don't want a rule to be applied; in
this case, information specified in a dependency entry will override
that which would be inferred from a rule. For example, the following
dependency entry in a makcfile

addo:
cc -DFLOAT addc
will cause add.o to be compiled using the specified command rather
than the command specified by the .c to .o rule. make still infers the
dependence of add.o on add.c, using the .c to .o rule, however.
2. Advanced features

In the last section we presented the basic features of make, with
which you can start using make. In this section, we present the rest of
make's features.
2.1 Dependent Files
A dependent file can be in a different volume or directory than its
target file, with the following provisos.
If the file name contains a colon (for example, because the file
name defines the volume on which the file is located), the colon must
be followed by characters other than spaces or tabs, so that make can
distinguish between this usc of the colon character and its use as a
separator between the target and dependent files in a dependency line.
This shouldn't be a problem, since most systems don't allow file names
to contain spaces or tabs.
All references to a file must use the same name. For example, if a
file is referred to in one place using the name
/root/src/foo.c
then all references to the file must use this exact same name.
On PCDOS and MSDOS, note that the following names may refer
to different files:
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a:dir /sub/ foo.c
a:/dir/sub/foo.c.
For the first name, the search for foo.c begins with the current
directory on the a: drive; for the second, the search begins with the
root directory on the a: drive.

2.2 Maaos
. make has a simple macro capability that allows character strings to
be associated with a macro name and to be represented in the makefile
by the name. In the following paragraphs, we're first going to describe
how to use macros within a makefile, then how they are defined, and
finally some special features of macros.

2.2.1 Using maaos
Within a makefile, a macro is invoked by preceding its name with a
dollar sign; macro names longer than one character must be
parenthesized For example, the following are valid macro invocations:
$(CFLAGS)

$2
$(X)
$X

The last two invocations are identical.
When make encounters a macro invocation in a dependency line or
command line of a makefile, it replaces it with the character string
associated with the macro. For example, suppose that the macro
OBJECTS is associated with the string a.o b.o c.o d.o. Then the
dependency entries:
prog.exe: prog.o ao b.o c.o do
In prog.o ao b.o c.o do
ao b.o c.o do: defs.h
within a makefile could be abbreviated as:
prog.exe: prog.o $(OBJECTS)
In prog.o $(OBJECTS)
$(OBJECTS): defs.h
There are three special macros: $$, $*, and $@. $$ represents the
dollar sign. The other two are discussed below.

2.2.2 Defining macros in a makefile
A macro is defined in a makefile by a line consisting of the macro
name, followed by the character'=', followed by the character string to
be associated with the macro.
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For example, the macro OBJECTS, used above, could be defined in
the makefile by the line
OBJECTS = ao b.o c.o do
A makefile can contain any number of macro definition entries. A
macro definition must appear in the makefile before the lines in which
it is used
223 Defining macros in a oommand line

A macro can be defined in the command line that starts make. The
syntax for a command line definition has the following form:
mae=str
where nuu: is the name of the macro, and str is its value.
str cannot contain spaces or tabs.

For example, the following command assigns the value -DFLOAT to
the macro CFLAGS:
make CFLAGS=-DFLOAT
The assignment of a value to a macro in a command line overrides
an assignment in a makefile statement
224 Macros used by built-in rules

make has two macros, CFLAGS and AFLAGS, that are used by the
built-in rules. These macros by default are assigned the null string.
This can be overriden by a macro definition entry in the makefile.

For example, the following would cause CFLAGS to be assigned
the string "-T":
CFLAGS = -T
These macros are discussed below in the description of built-in
rules.
225 Special macros

Before issuing any command, two special macros are set $@ is
assigned the full name of the target file to be made, and$* is the name
of the target file, without its extension. Unlike other macros, these can
only be used in command lines, not in dependency lines.
For example, suppose that the files x.c, y.c, and z.c need to be
compiled using the option "-DFLOA T'. The following dependency
entry could be used:
x.o y.o z.o:
cc -DFLOAT $*.c
When make decides that x.o needs to be recreated from x.c, it will
assign $* the string "x", and the command
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cc -DFLOA T x.c
will be executed Similarly, when y.o or z.o is made, the command cc
-DFWAT y.c or cc -DFLOAT z.c will be executed
The special macros can also be used in command lines associated
with rules. In fact, the $@ macro is primarily used by rules. We'll
discuss this more in the description of rules, below.
2.3 Rules
In section I, we presented the basic features of rules: what they are
and how they are used. We also noted that rules could be delmed in
the makefile and that some rules are built into make. In the following
paragraphs, we describe how rules are defined in a makefile and list
the built-in rules.
2.3.1 Rule definition
A rule consists of a source extension, target extension, and
command list. In a makefile, an entry defining a rule consists of a line
defining the two extensions, followed by lines containing the
commands.
The line defining the extensions consists of the source extension,
immediately followed by the target extension, followed by a colon.
All command lines associated with a rule must begin with a tab
character. The first line following the extension line that doesn't begin
with a tab terminates the commands for the rule.
For example, the following rule defines how to create a file having
extension .rei from one having extension .c:
.c.rel:
cc -o $@ $*.c
The first line declares that the rule's source and target extension are .c
and .rei, respectively.
The second line, which must begin with a tab, is the command to
be executed when a .rei file is to be created using the rule.
Note the existence of the special macros $@ and $* in the
command line. Before the command is executed to create a .rei target
file using the rule, the macro $@ is replaced by the full name of the
target file, and the macro $* by the name of the target, less its
extension.
Thus, if nuzke decides that the file x.rel needs to be created using
this rule, it will issue the command
cc -o x.rel x.c
If a rule defined in a makefile has the same source and target
extensions as a built-in rule, the commands associated with the
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makefile version of the rule replace those of the built-in version. For
example, the built-in rule for creating a .o file from a .c file looks like
this:
.c.o:
cc $(CFLAGS) $*.c
If you want the rule to generate an assembly language listing,
include the following rule in your makefile:
.c.o:
cc $(CFLAGS) -a $*.c
as -ZAP -1 $*.asm
2.3.2 Built-in rules
The following rules are built into make. The order of the rules is
important, since make searches the list beginning with the first one,
and applies the first applicable rule that it finds.
.c.o:
cc $(CFLAGS) -o $@ $*.c
.c.obj:
cc $(CFLAGS) $*.c
obj $*.o $@
.asm.obj:
as $(AFLAGS) $*.asm
obj $*.o $@
.asm.o:
as $(AFLAGS) -o $@ $*.asm
The two macros CFLAGS and AFLAGS that are used in the builtin rules are built into nuzke, having the null character string as their
values. To have make usc other options when applying one of the
built-in rules, you can define the macro in the makefile.
For example, if you want the options -T and -DDEBUG to be used
when make applies the .c.o rule, you can include the line
CFLAGS

= -T -DDEBUG

in the makefile. Another way to accomplish the same result is to
redefine the .c.o rule in the makcfile; this, however, would use more
lines in the makefile than the macro redefinition.
2.4 Commands
In this section we want to discuss the execution of operating system
commands by make.
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2.4.1 Allowed oommands
A command line in a dependency entry or rule within a makefile
can specify any command that you can enter at the keyboard This
includes batch commands, commands built into the operating system,
and commands that cause a program to be loaded and executed from a
disk file.
2.4.2 Logging oommands and aborting make
Normally, before make executes a command, it writes the command
to its standard output device; and when the command terminates, make
halts if the command's return code was non-zero. Either or both of
these actions can be suppressed for a command, by preceding the
command in the make file with a special character:
@

Tells make not to log the command;
Tells nwke to ignore the command's return code.

For example, consider the following dependency entry in a
makefile:
prog.exe: a.o b.o c.o d.o
In -o prog.exe a.o b.o c.o do -lc
@echo all done
When the echo command is executed, the command itself won't be
logged to the console.
2.4.3 Long command lines
Makefile commands that start a Manx program, such as cc, as, or In,
or that start a program created with cc, as, In, and c.Ub, can specify a
command line containing up to 2048 characters.
For example, if a program depends on fifty modules, you could
associate them with the macro OBJECTS in the makefile, and also
include the dependency entry
prog.exe: $(OBJECTS)
In -o prog.exe $(OBJECTS) -lc
This will result in a very long command line being passed to ln.
In the next section we will describe how OBJECTS could be
defined.
For the execution of other commands, the command line can
contain at most 127 characters.

2.5 Makefile syntax
We've already presented most of the syntax of a makefile; that is,
how to define rules, macros, and dependencies. In this section we want
to present two features of the makefile syntax not presented elsewhere:
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comments and line continuation.
25.1 Comments
'#'

make assumes that any line in a makefile whose first character is
is a comment, and ignores it. For example:
#
#
#
#

the following rule generates an 8080 object module
from a C source file:

.c.o80:
cc80 -o cc.tmp $*.c
as80 -ZAP -o $*.o80 cc.tmp
25.2 Line mntinuation

Many of the items in a makefile must be on a single line: a macro
definition, the file dependency information in a dependency entry,
and a command that make is to execute must each be on a single line.
You can tell make that several makefile lines should be considered
to be a single line by terminating each of the lines, except the last,
with the backslash character, '\'. When nuzke sees this, it replaces the
current line's backslash and newline, and the next line's leading blanks
and tabs by a single blank, thus effectively joining the lines together.
The maximum length of a makefile line after joining continued
lines is 2048 characters.
For example, the following macro definition equates OBJ to a string
consisting of all the specified object module names.
OBJ = printf.o fprintf.o format.o\
scanf.o fscanf.o scan.o \
getchar.o getc.o
As another example, the following dependency entry defines the
dependence of driver.lib on several object modules, and specifies the
command for making dri1•er.lib:

driver.lib: driver.o printer.o \
in.o \
outo
lb driver.lib driver.o\
printer.o \
in.o out.o
This second example could have been more cleanly expressed using
a macro:
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DRIVOBJ= driver.o printer.o\
in.o out.o
driver.lib: $(DRIVOBJ)
Ib driver.lib $(DRIVOBJ)
This was done to show that dependency lines and command lines can
be continued, too.
2.6 Starting make

You've already seen how make is told to make a single file.
Entering
make filename
makes the file named filename, which must be described by a
dependency entry in the makefile. And entering
make
makes the first file listed as a target file in the first dependency entry
in the makefile.
In both of these cases, nuzke assumes. the makefile is named
'makefile' and that it's in the current directory on the default drive.
In this section we want to describe the other features available
when starting nuzke.
2.6.1 The oommand line
The complete syntax of the command line that starts make is:
make [ -n] [-f makefile] [-a] [macro=str] [file!] [file2] ...
Square brackets indicate that the enclosed parameter is optional
The parameters filel, file2 ... are the names of the files to be made.
Each file must be described in a dependency entry in the makefile.
They are made in the order listed on the command line.
The other command line parameters are options, and can be
entered in upper or lower case. Their meanings are:
-n
-f makefile
-a

Suppresses command execution. make logs the
commands it would execute to its standard
output device, but doesn't execute them.
Specifies the name of the makefile
Forces nuzke to make all files upon which the
specified target files directly or indirectly
depend, and to make the target files, even those
that it considers current

MACRO=str
Creates a macro named MACRO, and assigns str
as its value.
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26.2 make's standard output

make logs commands and· error messages to its standard output
device. This can be redirected in the standard way. For example, to
make the first target file in the first dependency entry and log
messages to the file out, enter
make >out
The standard input and output devices of programs started by make
are set as they are for make itself, unless one or both of them are
explicitly redirected in the command that starts the program.
2 7 Executing mmmands
When make decides that a command needs to be executed, it
executes it immediately, and waits for the command to finish. It
activates a command whose code is contained in a disk file by issuing
an jexec function call It activates DOS built-in commands and batch
commands by calling the system function, which causes a new copy of
the command processor to be loaded Thus, to use make, your system
must have enough memory for DOS, make, and whatever programs are
loaded by make to be in memory simultaneously.
28 Differences between the Manx and UNIX 'make' proerams
The Manx make supports a subset of the features of the UNIX
make. The following comments present features of the UNIX make
that aren't supported by the Manx make.
• The UNIX make will let you make a file that isn't defined as a
target in a makefile dependency entry, so long as a rule can be
applied to create it The Manx nuzke doesn't allow this. For
example, if you want to create the file hello.o from the file hello.c
you could say, on UNIX
make hello.o
even if hello.o wasn't defined to be a target in a makefile
dependency entry. With the Manx nuzke, you would have to have a
dependency entry in a makefile that defines hello.o as a target
• The UNIX make supports the following options, which aren't
supported by the Manx make:
p, i, k, s, r, b, e, m, t, d, q

The Manx make supports the option '-a', which isn't supported by
the UNIX make.
• The special names .DEFAULT, .PRECIOUS,
.IGNORE are supported only by the UNIX nuzke.

.SILENT,

and

• Only the UNIX nuzke allows the makefile to be read from make's
standard input
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* Only the UNIX make supports the special macros $<, $?, and $%,
and allows an upper case D or F to be appended to the special
macros, which thus modifies the meaning of the macro.
• Only the UNIX make requires that the suffixes for additional rules
be defined in a .SUFFIXES statement

* Only the UNIX nuzke allows macros to be defined on the command
line that activates nuzke.
* Only the UNIX make allows a target to depend on a member of a
library or archive.
3. Examples
3.1 First example
This example shows a makefile for making several programs. Note
the entry for arc. This doesn't result in the generation of a file called
arc; it's just used so that we can generate arcv and mkarcv by entering

make arc.
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rules:

.c.o80:
cc80 -DTINY -o $@ $*.c
#

#macros:
#

OBJ=make.o parse.o scandir.o dumptrcc.o rules.o commando
#

# dependency entry for making make:
#

make.com: $(0BJ) cntlc.o envcopy.o
In -o make.com $(0BJ) envcopy.o cntlc.o -lc
#

# dependency entries for making arcv & mkarcv:
#

arc: mkarcv.com arcv.com
@echo done
mkarcv.com: mkarcv.o
In -o mkarcv.com mkarcv.o -lc
arcv.com : arcv.o
In -o arcv.com arcv.o -lc
#

# dependency entries for making CP /M-80 versions of arcv & mkarcv:
#

mkarcv80.com: mkarcv.o80
ln80 -o mkarcv80.com mkarcv.o80 -It -lc
arcv80.com: arcv.o80
ln80 -o arcv80.com arcv.o80 -It -lc
$(0BJ): libc.h make.h
3.2 Second example

This example uses make to make a library, my.lib. Three directories
are involved: the directory libc and two of its subdirectories, sys and
misc. The C and assembly language source files are in the two
subdirectories. There are makefiles in each of the three directories,
and this example makes usc of all of them. With the current directory
being libc, you enter
make my.lib
This starts nuzke, which reads the makefile in the libc directory. make
will change the current directory to sys and then start another make
program.
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This second nuzke compiles and assembles all the source files in the
sys directory, using the makefile that's in the sys directory.
When the 'sys' make finishes, the 'libc' nuzke regains control, and
then starts yet another nuzke, which compiles and assembles all the
source files in the mise subdirectory, using the makefile that's in the
mise directory.
When the 'mise' mn.ke is done, the 'libc' nuzke regains control and
builds my.lib. You can then remove the object files in the
subdirectories by entering
make clean
3.2.1 The makefile in the 'libc' directory
my.lib: sys.mk misc.mk
del my.lib
lb my.lib -f my.bld
@echo my.lib done
sys.mk:
cd sys
make
cd ..
misc.mk:
cd mise
make
cd ..
clean:
cd sys
make clean
cd ..
cd mise
make clean
cd ..
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3.2.2 Makefile for the 'sys' directory

REL=asctime.o bdos.o begin.o chmodo crooto csreado ctime.o \
dostime.o dup.o exec.o exccl.o execlp.o execv.o execvp.o \
fexec.o fexecl.o fexccv.o ftime.o getcwdo getenv.o \
isatty.o localtim.o mkdir.o opcn.o stato system.o time.o\
utime.o waito dioctl.o ttyio.o access.o syserr.o
COPT=
HEADER= .. /header
.c.o:
cc $(COPT) -!$(HEADER) $*.c-o$@
sqz $@
.asm.o:
as $*.asm -o $@
sqz $@
all: $(REL)
@echo sys done
clean:
del *.o
3.2.3 Makefile for the 'mise' directory

REL=atoi.o atol.o calloc.o ctypc.o format.o malloc,o qsorto \
sprintf.o sscanf.o fformato fscan.o
COPT=
HEADER= .. /hcader
.c.o:
cc $(COPT) -!$(HEADER) $*.c-o$@
sqz $@
.asm.o:
as $*.asm -o $@
sqz $@
all: $(REL)
@echo mise done
fformato: formate
cc -!$(HEADER) -DFLOAT formate -o fformat.o
fscan.o: scan.c
cc -I$( HEADER) -DFLOA T scan.c -o fscan.o
clean:
del *.o
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NAME
obd65 -

list object code

SYNOPSIS

obd6S <objfile>
DESCRIPTION
obd65 lists the loader items in an object file. It has a single
parameter, which is the name of the object file.
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optint65 - pseudo-code o.ptimizer
SYNOPSIS
optint6S [-ZAPI [-o outfilel 1-al [-l'l infile
DESCRIPTION
optint65 optimizes the assembly language source that's generated by

cci. The resulting code can then be assembled by asi.
infi/e is the name of the file whose assembly language source is to
be optimized

The -ZAP option tells optint65 to delete the input file when the
optimization is completed
The -o outfile tells optint65 to write the optimized code to the file
named outfile. If this option isn't used, the optimized code is written
to a file whose name is derived from that of the input file, by
changing its extension to .opt.
The -a option tells optint65 not to start asi. If this option isn't used,
optint65, when done, starts asi, which assembles the optimized code and
writes the resultant object code to a file. The name of this file is
derived from the optimized code file by changing the extension to .i.
In this default case, asi, when done, deletes the optimized code file.
The -l' option tells optint65 to display information about the
optimizations that it performs.
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NAME
ord65 -

sort object module list

SYNOPSIS
ord65 1-vllinfile loutfilell
DESCRIPTION
ord65 sorts a list of object file names. A library of the object
modules that is generated from the sorted list by the Manx object
module librarian will have a minimum number of 'backward
references'; that is, global symbols that are defined in one module and
referenced in a later module.

Since the specification of a library to the linker causes it to search
the library just once, a library having no backward references need be
specified just once when linking a program, and a library having
backward references may need to be specified multiple times.
infile is the name of a file containing an unordered list of file
names. These files contain the object modules that are to be put into a
·library. If infile isn't specified, this list is read from ord65's standard
input. The file names can be separated by space, tab, or newline
characters.
outfile is the name of the file to which the sorted list is written. If
it's not specified, the list is written to ord65's standard output. outfile
can only be specified if infile is also specified

The -v option causes ord65 to be verbose, sending messages to its
standard error device as it proceeds.
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NAME
sqz65 - squeeze an object library
SYNOPSIS
sqz65 file (outfilel
DESCRIPTION
sqz65 compresses an object module that was created by the Manx
assembler.

The first parameter is the name of the file containing the module
to be compressed The second parameter, which is optional, is the
name of the file to which the compressed module will be written.
If the output file is specified, the original file isn't modified or
erased
If the output file isn't specified, sqz65 creates the compressed
module in a file having a temporary name, erases the original file, and
renames the output file to the name of the original file. The temporary
name is derived from the input file name by changing it's extent to
.sqz.

If the output file isn't specified and an error occurs during the
creation of the compressed module the original file isn't erased or
modified.
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library Generation
The Aztec CG65 functions are provided in source form. Before you
can create programs that use them, you will have to create object
module libraries of them, after making any necessary modifications.
In the following discussion, we assume that you have installed
Aztec CG65 in a set of subdirectories, as directed in the Tutorial
chapter. We also assume that your system has a make program
maintenance program that is UNIX compatible; this program, under
direction of "makefiles" provided with Aztec CG65, will control the
compilation and assembly of library modules and the generation of the
libraries. For systems whose standard software doesn't include make,
we will provide the Aztec nuzke with your Aztec CG65 package, if one
is available; otherwise, the release document will describe the
procedure for creating the libraries.
The description of the Aztec make is in the Utility Programs
chapter.
1.

Re~Titing

the functions

Many of the functions provided with this package will run, without
modification, on any 65xx-based system. Some, however, may need to
be rewritten for usc on different systems. We've included the source
for the Apple // versions of these functions, which you can modify
for use on your system.
The functions that may need to be rewritten are:
• The start-up function;
• The _ nuzin function;
• The unbuffered i/o functions;
• The standard i/o functions agetc and aputc.
1.1 The start-up function

The start-up function is the first routine to be executed when the
program is started. It sets up pointers, moves the copy of the
initialized data segment from ROM to RAM, clears the uninitialized
data segment, and jumps to the program's main function. The startup
function is named .begin; its source is in the file ronw65, in the
rontarc archive.
The following paragraphs describe some changes that you might
want to make to rom.a65:
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• roma65 contains a statement that creates a 2kb area for the

program's pseudo stack in the uninitialized data area You
can change this statement to, for example, change the size of
this area, or to place pseudo stack outside of the initialized
data area. or ...
• roma65 contains statements that define the boundaries of a

program's 'heap'; that is, the area of memory from which
buffers are dynamically allocated By default, this area is 1 kb
long, and immediately follows the space reserved for the
program's uninitialized data and, if present, its overlays. You
can change these statements to, for example, change the size
of the heap, or to place it in some other section of memory,
or ...
• The 65xx has three fields at the top of memory that contain
pointers to routines that handle power-up/reset, nmi
interrupt, and irq interrupt hex65 can optionally generate
hex records that initialize the 65xx power-up/reset and
interrupt vectors; when it does so, it sets the address of the
global symbol .begin in the power-up/reset vector, .nmi in the
nmi vector, and .irq in the irq vector. You already know that
.begin is in rom.a65. It also contains the directives that define
.irq and .nmi; no code, just the definition directives. So if
your program is going to handle these interrupts, you must
either add the code to rom.a65 or remove these directives
from rom.a65 and put them and the interrupt-handling code
in another module.
1.2 The

nrzin function

The main function, whose source is in umain.c within the rom.arc
archive,acts as an interface between the .begin and main functions. In
the supplied version,
nuzin just calls main, passing null values for
nuzin's argc and argv parameters. You may want to modify this
function, to initialize the program's stdin, stdout, and stderr devices, to
handle i/o redirection, to pass command line arguments to main via
the argc and argv parameters, ...
1.3 The Unbuffered i/o functions

There are two classes of UNIX-compatible i/o functions: standard
and unbuffered The unbuffered i/o functions are system dependent,
and the standard i/o functions call the unbuffered Aztec CG65
contains the Apple ProDOS versions of these functions; so you must
rewrite those that your functions call, and those that are called by the
standard i/o functions that your functions call
The unbuffered i/o functions arc:
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creat
rename

close
unlink

read
ioctl

write
isatty

Descriptions of the unbuffered i/o functions are in the "System
Independent Functions" and "Library Functions Overview'' chapters.
The following paragraphs present additional information that may be
of use when writing your own versions of these functions.
1.3.1 File descriptors
Associated with each file or device that is open for unbuffered i/o
is a positive integer called a "file descriptor". A file descriptor is one
of the parameters that is passed to an unbuffered i/o function; it
defines the file or device on which the i/o is to be performed There's
usually a limited number of file descriptors, which of course limits the
number of files and/or devices that can be simultaneously open for
i/o.
1.3.1.1 When there's lots of files and devices.If a system supports disk files and/ or supports more devices than
file descriptors, the file descriptors must be dynamically allocated
That is, before i/o with a file or device can begin, a function must be
called that assigns a file descriptor to it; and when the i/o is done
another function must be called to de-assign the file descriptor. In this
case, a table is usually provided that has entries defining the status of
each file descriptor and that is accessible to all the unbuffered i/o
functions. Here's how the unbuffered ij o functions make use of the
table:
• open and creat prepare a file or device for unbuffered i/o.
They scan the table for an unused entry, and initialize the
entry with information about the file or device. For example,
the entry for an open device might contain the device's
address; that for an open file might contain the file's current
position and access mode. As the file descriptor for the
opened file or device, open and creat return the entry's index
into the table.
• read, write, /seek, ioctl, and isatty perform operations on, and
determine the status of, an open file or device. The file
descriptor of the file or device is one of the parameters passed
to them. They examine the file descriptor's table entry for
information about the file or device.
• close completes i/o to the open file or device having a
specified file descriptor. Most of the operations that close
performs depend on the particular file or device; but it always
marks the descriptor's table entry as being unused
• unlink and rename don't use the file descriptor table at all.
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1.3.1.2 When only devices are supported...

If programs access just devices (i.e. not files), if there are fewer
devices than file descriptors, and if your programs make limited use of
the standard i/o functions (as defined below), you can simplify the
unbuffered i/o functions by doing away with the file descriptor table,
hard-coding the assignment of devices and file descriptors into the
unbuffered i/o functions, and leaving open, creat, and close as mere
stubs that simply return when called
For example, you could code into the write function the fact that
file descriptor 5 is associated with a printer at a certain address. Then
to write to the printer, a program could simply issue a call to write,
telling it to write to file descriptor 5. It wouldn't have to first call open
or subsequently call close.
1.3.1.3 Pre-assigned file descriptors
By convention, file descriptors 0, I, and 2 are pre-assigned to the
system console, even when all other file descriptors are dynamically
assigned To perform an unbuffered i/o operation on the console, a
program simply calls the appropriate function, specifying one of these
file descriptors; it need not first call open or subsequently call close.
Some systems allow the operator to redirect file descriptors 0 and 1
to other files and/or devices, by specifying special operands on the
command line that starts a program. This is done by inserting a special
function between the startup routine and the user's main function. If
any redirection operands arc found in the command line, this special
function closes the specified file descriptor by calling close and reopens
it to the new file or device by calling open. By convention, the
command line operand to redirect file descriptor 0 consists of "<"
followed by the file or device name. The command line operand to
redirect file descriptor 1 consists of">" or ">>" followed by the file or
device name. ">" causes a new file to be created ">>"causes a file to
be appended to, if it already exists, or to be created, if it doesn't exist
1.3.2 Interaction of the standard i/o and unbuffered i/o functions
The standard i/o functions call the unbuffered i/o functions.
Because of this, the standard if o operations that a program will
perform places implementation requirements on the unbuffered i/o
functions. This section discusses those requirements, after first
presenting general information on standard i/o file pointers and their
relationship to unbuffered i/o file descriptors.
Before standard i/o can be performed on a file or device, an
unbuffered i/o file descriptor must be assigned to it, and a standard
i/o "file pointer" must be assigned to the file descriptor. The
assignment of a file pointer and file descriptor can be done
dynamically, by calling the standard i/o fopen function. Three file
pointers, named stdin, stdout. and stderr, are pre-assigned to file
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descriptors 0, 1, and 2; these file descriptors in turn are pre-assigned to
-the console.
When a program calls a standard i/o function, it often must pass a
file pointer, which identifies the file or device on which ijo is to be
performed There arc a special set of standard i/o functions for
accessing stdin, stdout, and stderr: for these, the file pointer isn't
passed, since the functions know what file pointer is being accessed
1.3.2.1 Supporting the standard i/o jopm and /close functions

The dynamic assignment of a file pointer and file descriptor to a
file or device is done by the fopen function. This function selects a
file pointer for the file or device and then calls the unbuffered i/o
open function, which selects a file descriptor.
If programs call jopen, you must implement the unbuffered i/o
open function, and open must return the file descriptor that's associated
with the file or device. This requirement (for a functional open when
jopen is called) must be met even if file descriptors are pre-assigned to
devices; open in this case could be very simple, just searching a table
for a device name and returning the associated file descriptor.
Conversely, the use of the standard i/o functions to access those
devices that don't first have to be /opened (i.e. stdin, stdout, and
stdcrr) places no requirements on open. In particular, if file
descriptors arc pre-assigned to devices and open simply returns when
called, programs can still call the standard i/o functions to access the
devices associated with the stdin, stdout, and stderr file pointers.
The standard i/o function fclose calls the unbuffered i/o function
Thus, if programs call /close, you must implement a close
function. If assignments of devices to file descriptors is hard-coded,
close can usually just return the value 0, since nothing special (such as
calling the operating system to close an open file or deallocating a file
descriptor) needs to be done.
close.

1.3.2.2 Supporting the standard i/o input and output functions

If programs call any of the standard i/o input functions, you must
implement the unbuffered i/o read function. And if they call any of
the standard i/o output functions, you must implement the write
function.
1.3.2.3 Supporting the standard i/o !seek function

If programs will call the standard i/o jseek function, you must
implement the unbuffered i/o !seek function, since jseek calls /seek.
1.3.2.4 Standard i/o and the isaLty function

If programs call any standard i/o functions, you must implement
the unbuffered i/o function isauy. The standard i/o functions call this
function to decide whether their i/o to a file or device should be
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buffered or unbuffered.
This use of the word "unbuffered" in describing standard i/o might
be a little confusing, since the use of the expression "unbuffered i/o
functions" to describe one set of i/o functions implies that the other
set, the "standard i/o functions", are buffered Nevertheless, a standard
ijo stream can be either buffered or unbuffered: if buffered, data
that's exchanged between user-written functions and the unbuffered
i/o functions passes through a buffer; if unbuffered, data doesn't pass
through a buffer.
For a given file descriptor, isatty should return non-zero if standard
i/o to the device associated with the file descriptor is to be buffered,
and zero if it is to be unbuffered
For example, isatty should probably return non-zero for a file
descriptor that's associated with the system console and zero for file
descriptors associated with files; it could return either zero or non-zero
for other devices, such as printers, depending on your system's
requirements.
1.3.3 Error codes

We've presented most of the factors you should consider when
writing your unbuffered i/o functions. In this section we want to list
error codes that the functions could return in the global illl erma.
error codes:
ENOENT File does not exist and 0 CREAT wasn't specified
EEXIST File exists, and 0 CREA T +0 EXCL was specified
EMFILE Invalid file descriptor passed toopen.

open

close error codes:
EBADF Bad file descriptor passed to close.
creal error codes:
EMFILE All file descriptors are in use.
!seek error codes:
EBADF Invalid file descriptor
EINVAL Offset parameter is invalid, or the requested position
is before the beginning of the file.
read error codes:
EBADF Invalid file descriptor
write error codes:
EBADF Invalid file descriptor
EINVAL Invalid operation; i.e. writing not allowed
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1.4 1be standard i/o functions 'agetc' and 'aputc'
The characters used to terminate lines of text differ form system to
system. On UNIX, it's the newline (linefeed) character, '\n'. On the
Apple I I, it's carriage return, '\r'. On CPM, it's carriage return-line
feed In order to allow programs to access files of text in a systemindependent manner, the standard i/o functions agetc and aputc are
provided: agetc reads a character from the standard input channel,
translating the line termination sequence into '\n'. aputc writes a
character to the standard output channel, translating '\n' to the line
termination sequence.
The following standard i/o functions call agetc and aputc:
scanf
fscanf
getchar gets
putchar puts

printf
fgets
fputs

fprintf

Hence, if you intend to write programs that access text and the line
termination sequence on your system differs from that on the Apple
I I (that is, it isn't carriage return), you'll have to modify agetc and
aputc.
The source for these functions are in the files agetc.c and aputc.c,
within the stdio.arc archive. If you followed our recommendations for
installing Aztec CG65, dearchived versions are also in the SIDIO
subdirectory of the LIB directory.
1.5 The sbrk heap management function

sbrk provides an elementary means of allocating and deallocating
space from a program's heap. sbrk is called by the more sophisticated
heap-allocation functions (nuzlloc, etc), and nuzlloc is called by the
standard i/o functions; thus, if your programs call mal/oc or the other
high-level heap management functions, or if they call the standard i/o
functions, you will need an sbrk function.
You probably won't have to modify sbrk, since the most systemdependent code (which defines the boundaries of the heap) is in the
startup routine.
A description of sbrk's calling sequence is appended to this chapter.
1.6 The exit and

exit functions

exit and exit arc called to terminate the execution of a program.
They aren't usually called by ROM-based programs, since such
programs usually don't terminate.

They are called, however, by RAM-based programs that are
running in an operating system environment, since these programs
usually do terminate.
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When these functions are needed, you will have to modify exit,
since it must return to the operating system. But you can probably use
exit as is, since it closes open 'files and devices in a system-independent
way and then calls _exit.
Descriptions of the calling sequences to exit and _exit are
appended to this chapter.
2. Building the libraries

Once you've made modifications to the supplied unbuffered i/o
functions, you can build your libraries. We recommend that you
create the following libraries:
c.lib
ci.lib
m.lib
mi.lib

General purpose functions (cg65-compiled)
General purpose functions (cci-compiled)
Floating point functions (cg65-compiled)
Floating point functions (cci-compiled)

To simplify the creation of these libraries, Aztec CG65 contains
several "makefiles" that give directions to the make program
maintenance utility, and a few files that give directions to the lb object
module librarian. If you followed our recommendations for installing
Aztec CG65, each of the LIB directory's subdirectories contains a
makefile that causes make to compile and assemble the subdirectory's
source files. There is a makefile in the LIB directory that can be used
on systems having lots of memory, to have make first generate each
subdirectory's object modules and then make a library.
Before you can generate the libraries, you must do several things:
1.

In each makefile, modify the rules that define how to convert
a C source file to an object module, so that the command that
starts the compiler uses a +G option that correctly defines
zero-page usage on your system.

2.

Modify the zpage.h file in the INCLUDE directory. This file
defines the use of zero page for assembly language modules.

3.

You've probably created a subdirectory of the LIB directory, a
subdirectory that contains your 0\\11 unbuffered i/o modules.
In this subdirectory you should create a makefile that tells
nuzke how to generate object modules from your files.

4.

In the LIB directory are four files (c.bld, ci.bld, ntbld, and
mi.bld), each of which tells lb how to create a library. c.bld
and ci.bld are used for generating ProDOS versions of c.lib and
ci.lib, so you will need to modify these files. Some of the
changes that you'll need to make are these: (1) instead of
including the Apple I 1 startup routine crtO.r that's in the
PRODOS directory, include the 65xx ROM startup routine
rontr that's in the ROM directory; (2) instead of including the
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ProDOS nuzin routine that's in the shmain.r module in the
PRODOSdirectory, include the 65xx ROM
main routine
that's in the unuzin.r module in the ROM directory; (3) replace
the ProDOS unbuffered i/o modules with your own.
5.

The environment variable INCL65 must be set to the name of
the INCLUDE directory; that is, to the name of the directory
that contains the include files. The command to do this varies
from system to system; on PCDOS, it's the set command

6.

If you have a RAM disk. you can speed up the librarygeneration process by defining it using the CCTEMP
environment variable. For more information, see the
description of CCTEMP in the Compiler chapter.

You are now ready to create the libraries. If your system has lots
of memory, you can create a library setting the default or current
directory to the LIB directory starting make, passing to it the name of
the library you want created For example, to create c.lib, you would
enter:
make c.lib
For non-UNIX systems, a special makefile (named makepc) is provided
in libmake.arc that should be used in place of the standard makefile
(named makefile). To make c.lib using nuzkepc, type
make -f makepc c.lib
Once started, nuzke will activate several other copies of make, each of
which will compile and assemble the files in one of LIB's
subdirectories; it will then start lb, which will make the specified
library from the object modules that are in the subdirectories, as
directed by the appropriate .bid file.
If your system doesn't have lots of memory (if there's not enough
memory, nuzke will abort with the message "EXEC failure"), you can
create and execute batch files that will generate the libraries. A batch
file will first, for each subdirectory, make that subdirectory the default
or current directory and then activate nuzke, using the command make
rei to make cg65-compiled modules, or nuzke int to make cci-compiled
modules. The batch file will then activate lb, passing to it the name of
the appropriate .bid file.
3. Function descriptions
The System Independent Functions chapter presents the calling
sequences of most of the functions that are discussed in this chapter.
The remainder of this chapter presents the calling sequences of the
other functions.
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NAME
sbrk
SYNOPSIS
Yoid *sbrk(size)
DESCRIPTION
sbrk provides an elementary means of allocating and deallocating
space from the heap. More sophisticated buffer management
schemes can be built using this function; for example, the
standard functions malloc, free, etc call sbrk to get heap space,
which they then manage for the calling functions.

sbrk increments a pointer, called the 'heap pointer', by size
bytes, and, if successful, returns the value that the pointer had
on entry. Initially, the heap pointer points to the base of the
heap. size is a signed int; if it is negative, the heap pointer is
decremented by the specified amount and the value that it had
on entry is returned Thus, you must be careful when calling
sbrk. if you try to pass it a value greater than 321<, sbrk will
interpret it as a negative number, and decrement the heap
pointer instead of incrementing it.
SEE AlSO
The functions nuzlloc, free, etc, implement a dynamic bufferallocation scheme using the sbrk function. See the Dynamic
Buffer Allocation section of the Library Functions Overview
chapter for more information.

The standard i/o functions usually call nuzl/oc and free to allocate
and release buffers for use by i/o streams. This is discussed in
the Standard 1/0 section of the Library Functions Overview.
Your program can safely mix calls to the malloc functions, the
standard i/o functions, and sbrk, as long as the calls to sbrk don't
decrement the heap pointer. Mixing sbrk calls that decrement
the heap pointer with calls to the nUllloc functions and/or the
standard i/o functions is dangerous and probably shouldn't be
done by normal programs.

ERRORS
If an sbrk call is made that would result in the heap pointer
passing beyond the end of the heap, sbrk returns -1, after setting
the global integer errno to the symbolic value ENOMEM.
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NAME

exit,

exit

SYNOPSIS

exit( code)
_exit( code)
DESCRIPTION

These functions cause a program to terminate and control to be
returned to the operating system.

code is returned to the operating system, as the program's
termination code.

exit and exit differ in that exit closes all files opened for
standard and unbuffered i/o, while _exit doesn't
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Technical Information
This chapter discusses technical topics. and topics that couldn't be
conveniently discussed elsewhere.
It's divided into the following sections:
I.

Memory Organization. Discusses the factors that affect the
memory organization of a program.

2.

Overlays. Describes overlays: what they are, and how they're
used

3.

Mixing Assembler and C Routines. Describes how to interface
assembly language routines with C routines.

4.

Object Code Format. Describes the format of object modules
and libraries.

5.

The pseudo stack. Describes the pseudo stack that is used by
programs that have been created by Aztec CG65.
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1. :Memory Organization

A ROM program is organized into several sections. The linker lets
you specify the position of some of these sections, but for a ROM
system they are frequently positioned as follows:
ROM
1...................•..•..............................•... 1 top

I ptrs to power-up
I & interrupt routines

I
I

of memory

~ •.•••••••••••••••.••••......••..•..•••••••.••••••••••••• 1

I Copy of initialized data

I

~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1

I Code

I

~-·······················································'
RAM
~ •••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1

I Heap

I

1.•••••••••••..••....•..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1

I Overlay Area

I

1......................................................... 1

I Uninitialized Data
I (& pseudo stack)

I
I

1•••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.......•.• 1

I Initialized Data

I

1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.••••..••..• 1

I Page 1:
I hardware stack

I
I

1••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1

I Page 0

I

1•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1

bottom of memory

The following paragraphs discuss these areas.
1.1 ROM sections
1.1.1 The code area

The code area contains the executable code for a program's root
segment (ie. for its non-overlay segment).
1.1.2 Copy of initialized data

A program's initialized data area resides in RAM and contains
global and static variables that are assigned an initial value. For
example, if the following statement occurs outside all functions, then
the variable var would be placed in the program's initialized data area:
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int var=l;

Since the initialized data segment resides in RAM, its contents will
initially be unknown when the system is turned on. The Aztec CG65
startup routine sets up this segment, using the copy of the initialized
data area that resides in ROM above the code segment
The ROM-resident copy of the RAM-resident initialized data area
is created automatically by hex65 when it translates the memory image
of the program, as generated by the linker, into Intel hex records.
1.1.3 Pointers to the power-up and interrupt rootines
These pointers define the locations to which the 65xx will transfer
control when power is turned on, when the processor is reset, or when
an interrupt occurs. By default, they are generated by hex65 when it
converts the memory image of the program, as created by the linker,
into Intel hex records. hex65 sets the addresses of the .nmi, .begin, and
.irq routines in the nmi power-up/reset, and irq fields, respectively.
1.2 RAM sections
1.2.1 The Initialized Data Area
This area was discussed above.
1.2.2 The Uninitialized data area

This area contains the global and static variables that aren't assigned
an initial value.
It also contains the area in which the program's pseudo stack is
placed The "pseudo stack" is a stack simulated by the Aztec CG65
software to get around the limitations of the 65xx hardware stack (the
hardware stack can be at most 256 bytes long).
When a program starts, the Aztec CG65
automatically clears the uninitialized data area.

startup

routine

1.2.3 The Overlay Area
A program's overlays are loaded into the overlay area. The size of
this area is set when you link the program's root segment, to the sum
of the values specified in the +C and + D options. By default, these
options are set to zero, resulting in an overlay area that is zero bytes
long.
For more information on overlays, see the Overlay section of this
chapter.
1.2.4 The Heap

The heap is the area of memory from which buffers are
dynamically allocated
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As defined by the Aztec CG65 startup routine, the heap is I kb

long.
1.3 Symbols related to Program Organizadm

The following global symbols are related to program organization.
The symbols are given in the form that an assembly language program
would use to access them. A C module can access the symbols by
removing the appended underscore from the symbol name.
_ Corg_ Name of the beginning of the program's code.
Cend

Name of the first
executable code.

byte

beyond the

program's

_Dorg_ Name of the beginning of the program's initialized
data
Dend

Name of the first
initialized data

byte

beyond the

program's

_ Uorg_ Name of the beginning of the program's uninitialized
data
Uend

Name of the first
uninitialized data

byte

beyond the

program's

mbot

Name of a field containing a pointer to the beginning
of the program's heap.

_Top_

Name of a field containing a pointer to the next byte
to be allocated from the heap.

End

Name of a field containing a pointer to the end of the
program's heap.

1.4 For more informadon
For more information on the positioning of a program's segments,
see the Tutorial chapter and the Linker chapter's discussion of
segment-positioning options.
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2. Overlay Support
In order to allow you to run programs which are larger than the
limited memory size of a microcomputer, Manx provides overlay
support To use this feature, you must rewrite the unbuffered i/o
functions whose source is provided with Aztec CG65. This feature
allows you to divide a program into several segments. One of the
segments, called the root segment, is always in memory. The other
segments, called overlays, reside on disk and are only brought into
me-mory when requested by the root segment
If an overlay is in memory when the root requests that another be
loaded, the newly specified overlay replaces the first in memory.
Overlays can also be "nested"; that is, an overlay at one level can
call another overlay nested one level deeper. However, an overlay
cannot call an overlay which is at the same level
Figure 1 shows a program, run as a single module, that can be
logically divided into three segments. Figure 2 shows the same
program run as an overlay. In figure 2, module 1 and module 2 occupy
the same memory locations. A possible flow of control would be for
the base routine to call module 1, module 1 then returns to the root
and the root calls module 2, module 2 returns to the root and the root
calls module 1 again. Module 1 then returns to the root and the root
exits to the operating system.
Notice that all overlay segments must return to their caller and that
overlays at the same level cannot directly invoke each other.

Ox800
Ox9FO
Ox1C20

1-----------------------------1
I root segment
I
1-----------------------------1
I module 1
I
1-----------------------------1
I
module 2
I
1-----------------------------1
Figure 1

Ox800

1-----------------------------1
I root segment
I
1-----------------------------1

Ox9FO

I

I

Ox9FO

1---------------------------1 I -----------------------------1

I module 1

II

module 2

I

1---------------------------1 1------------------------------1
Figure 2
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21 Calling an Overlay
A program segment (root or overlay) activates an overlay by calling
the Manx-supplied function ovloader, which must reside in the root
The call has the form
ovloader(ovlyname, pi, p2, p3, ... )
where ovlyname is a pointer to a character string identifying the
overlay name, and p1, p2, p3, ... are parameters that are to be passed to
the overlay as its first, second, third, ... parameters.
ovloader derives the name of the file containing the overlay from
the string pointed at by ovlyname, by appending the extension .ovr to
it
We provide you with the source to ovloader. When you compile it,
you define the directories in which it will look for overlays: compiling
it with the option -DPATH will cause it to search all directories
specified in the PATH environment variable; compiling it without this
option causes it to search just the current directory. If you create an
overlaid program that will run under ProDOS outside of the SHELL
environment or that will run under DOS 3.3, you must use a version
of ovloader for it that looks for overlays in just the current directory,
since environment variables are only available to programs running in
the SHELL environment
Each overlay must contain a function named ovmain, which you
must write and which can be different for each overlay, and must also
contain the Manx-supplied function named ovbgn. When an overlay is
loaded, ovloader calls the overlay's ovbgn function, which in turn calls
the overlay's ovmain function, passing to it the second, third, ...
arguments that were passed to ovloader.
When ovmain completes its processing, it simply returns. ovloader
then returns to the caller, returning as its value the value that was
returned by ovmain.
An overlay can access any global functions and variables that are
defined in the root segment and in the overlays that are currently
active. For example, if the root calls overlay ovly1, which calls overlay
ovlyll, which calls overlay ovly111, then ovly111 can access the global
variables and functions that are defined in the root, in the overlays
ovly 1 and ovly 11, and in itself. But if the root also calls overlay ovly2,
ovly111 cannot access the global functions and variables that are in
ovly2, since ovly2 is not active when ovly 111 is.
22 Creating a root and its overlays
To create a root and its overlays, the linker must be run several
times, once to create the root, and once for each overlay. Each
program segment (root or overlay) will be placed in a separate disk
file.
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The root must be created first When overlays are nested, an
overlay that itself calls overlays must be linked before the overlays that
it calls.
When creating a program segment (root or overlay) which calls an
overlay, the option -R must be specified; this causes the linker to
generate a symbol table for use in linking the called overlay, placing it
in a file whose filename is the same as that of the first file specified in
the command line and whose extent is .rsm When an overlay is
linked, the symbol table file of the program segment that calls the
overlay must be included in the linkage of the overlay.
When the root module is linked, the linker has to reserve some
space into which the overlay can be loaded This is done using the +C
and +D linker options, which define the amount of space needed for
the overlay code and data, respectively. If overlays are nested, a called
overlay is located in memory immediately following the calling
overlay. The amount of space reserved for the overlays must be
enough to hold the longest 'thread' of overlays.
2.3 Example 1: Noo-nested Overlays
This example demonstrates overlay usage when the overlays are not
nested The root segment, which consists of the function main and any
necessary run-time library routines, behaves as follows:
I.

It calls the overlay ovly1, passing as a parameter a pointer to

2.
3.

It prints the integer value returned to it by ovly1;
It calls the overlay ovly2, passing a pointer to the string

4.

"second message";
It prints the integer value returned to it by ovly2.

the string "first message".

The overlay ovly 1 consists of the function ovly 1, the Manx function
ovbgn, and any necessary run-time library routines. It prints the
message "in ovly 1" plus whatever character string was passed to it by
main.
The overlay ovly2 consists of the function ovly2, the function
ovbgn. and any necessary run-time library routines. It prints the
message "in ovly2", plus whatever character string was passed to it by
main.
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Here then is the main function:
main() {
int a;
a = ovloader("ovly 1","first message");
printf("in main. ovlyl returned %d\n", a);
a= ovloader("ovly2","second message");
printf("in main. ovly2 returned %d\n",a);
}
Here is ovlyl:
ovmain(a)
char *a;
{
printf("in ovlyl. %s\n",a);
return 1;
}

Here is ovly2:
ovmain(a)
char *a;
{
printf("in ovly2. %s\n",a);
return 2;
}

The following commands link the root (which is in the file root.c)
and the overlays:
ln65 -R +C 4000 +D 1000 rootr ovloader.r -lc
ln65 ovlyl.r ovbgn.r rootrsm -lc
ln65 ovly2.r ovbgn.r rootrsm -lc
The command to link the root reserves Ox4000 bytes for the
overlay's code and OxlOOO bytes for it's data Techniques for
determining this value are discussed below.
When the segments are generated and the root activated, the
following messages appear on the console:
in
in
in
in

ovly l. first message.
main. ovly 1 returned l.
ovly2. second message.
main. ovly2 returned 2.

2.4 Example 2: Nested Overlays
In this example, there are three segments: a root segment, root, and
two overlays segments, ovlyl and ovly2. root calls ovlyl, which calls
ovly2. ovly2 just returns.
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Here is the root
main()
{

ovloader("ovly I", "in ovlyl ");
}

Here is ovlyl:
ovmain(a)
char • a;
{

printf("%s\n",a);
ovloader("ovly2", "in ovly2");
}

Here is ovly2:
ovmain(a)
char *a;
{

printf("%s\n",a);
}

The following commands link the root and the two overlays:
ln65 -R rootr ovloader.r -lc
ln65 -R ovlyl.r ovbgn.r rootrsm -lc
In65 ovly2.r ovbgn.r ovlyl.rsm -lc
When executed, the following messages appear on the console:
in ovlyl
in ovly2
2.5 Determining the size cA the overlay area

When you link the root module, you will have to know how much
memory to reserve for the overlay, that is, you will have to know how
large the overlay is. But since the overlays haven't been linked yet,
how can you know how much space is needed for overlays?
The easiest way is to guess. That is, estimate the size and go ahead
and link the root and the overlays, keeping track of the size of the
code and data for the overlays as reported by the linker.
After all overlays have been linked, the size of the area needed for
overlays is the size of the largest overlay (if overlays aren't nested) or
the size of the longest 'thread' of overlays (if they are nested). You can
then go back and relink the root, if necessary, with this value. You
won't have to relink any overlays, since the +C and +D options don't
affect the position of the overlays in memory.
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26 Error messages from ovloader
If an error occurs while loading an overlay, ovloader will print a
message of the form
Error %d loading overlay: %s
where %d is a number defining the error and %s is the name of the
overlay. The error codes and their meanings are:
10
20
30
40
50

Can't open overlay file
Can't read overlay header record
Invalid header record
Overlay code & data overlaps with heap
Error reading overlay

2 7 PO§sible Problems
A possible source of difficulty in using overlays concerns initialized
data. In the following program module, a global variable is initialized:
inti= 3;
function()
{

return;
}

The initialization of "i" is performed by the linker, rather than at
run time. In the same program, the following module is allowed:
int i;
main()
{

function();
}

The global variables in each module refer to the same integer, "i".
At link time, this variable is set to the value 3. Although this works
when the two modules are linked together, a problem arises when the
first module is linked as an overlay:
ln65 func.r ovbgn.r main.rsm -lc
From the .rsm file, the linker knows that "int i" has been declared
in main.r, the root But it tries to initialize "i" from the statement in
the func.r module. This attempt fails because the variable "i" is part of
main.r, a module which is not included in the linkage.
An attempt to initialize, in an overlay, a variable which has been
declared in the root will produce an error:
attempt to initialize data in root
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The simple solution is to change the statement, "int i = 3", to the
following:
int i;
i = 3;
This assignment will be performed at run time, so that the linker
does not try to perform an initialization.
2.8 Source

The source for the ovloader and ovbgn functions are in the files
ovld.c and ovbgn.a65. ovid must be compiled by cg65; as mentioned
above, it can be compiled with or without the option -DPATH, as
defined above. ovbgn must be assembled using as65.
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3. Interfacing to Assembly Language
This section discusses assembly-language functions that can call, or
be called by C-Ianguage functions.
3.1 Naming Convention
The compilers translate a global function or variable name into
assembler by truncating it to contain no more than 31 characters,
appending an underscore character ' ' to the truncated name, and
then generating a public directive for the resultant name.
For example, the following assembly language statements define the
entry point to an assembly language function that would be referred to
in a C language program using the name sum:
public sum_
sum
;entry point to sum
3.2 Calling and Returning
On entry to a function, information about the call are at the top of
both the 6502 hardware stack and the pseudo stack
At the top of the 6502 stack is the function's primary return
address; this is the address to which the function should return by
issuing an rts instruction. A non-reentrant function (ie, a function that
doesn't call itself) can leave its return address on the 6502 stack and
then return by issuing the 6502 rts instruction. For example, the very
simplest assembly language function, which does nothing but return to
the caller, would consist of just an rts instruction:
public nop_
nop_ rts
Because of limitations of the 6502 stack, a reentrant function
should save its return address on the pseudo stack When done, it
should return by doing an indirect jmp to the location whose address is
one greater than the saved address.
3.3 Returning a value
A function can return an int or long value by setting the value in
pseudo register RO, which is located in memory page 0. (The equ
statements that defines RO and all the other 0 page locations used by
Aztec C-generated programs are in the file zpage.h). The bytes of the
value are stored in order, with the least significant byte at address 8
and the most significant byte at the highest addressed location.

For example, here's a function that always returns the int value 1:
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"zpage.h"
one
#l
RO
#0
RO+l

3.4 Passing parameters
On entry to a function, the parameters that are being passed to the
function and a secondary return address are on the pseudo stack, and
are accessed using the field named SP that is located in memory page 0
and that points to the top of the pseudo stack Note: as with RO, the
equ statement that defines SP is in the file zpage.h.
At the top of the pseudo stack is the two-byte secondary return
address. This is a different address from the return address that is on
the 6502 stack - a function should return using the address that's on
the 6502 stack The secondary return address is discussed in the
section of the Tech Info chapter that discusses the pseudo stack
Above the secondary return address on the pseudo stack are the
parameters that are being passed to the function. The function
parameters are in order on the pseudo stack. with the first parameter
immediately following the secondary return address, the second
parameter following the first, and so on. The bytes for a parameter are
also on the pseudo stack in order, with a parameter's least significant
byte at the lowest address and its most significant byte at the highest
address.
For example, suppose the function sum is passed two parameters, as
follows:
sum(argl, arg2);
On entry to sum , the pseudo stack will look like this (SRA means
"secondary return address"):
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1-----------------------------1
I
I
1-----------------------------1
I arg2, high byte
I
1-----------------------------1
I arg2, low byte
I
1-----------------------------1
I arg 1, high byte
I
1-----------------------------1
I argl, low byte
I
1-----------------------------1
I SRA, high byte
I
1-----------------------------1
I SRA, low byte
I <·· SP
1-----------------------------1
3.5 An Example

The following assembly language function, named
two ints as arguments. It returns their sum as its value.

sum

ins txt
public
clc
ldy
Ida
ldy
adc
sta
ldy
Ida
ldy
adc
sta
rts

sum.

is passed

"zpage.h"
sum
#2
(SP),Y
#4
(SP),Y
RO
#3
(SP),Y
#5
(SP),Y
RO+l

3.6 Page 0 Usage
A 6502 program makes extensive use of memory page 0. An
assembly language 6502 function should obey the following restrictions
on its usage of memory page 0 locations:
• It may use, without preserving, the two-byte-long VAL field

and the following four-byte-long fields: VAL, RO, Rl, R2, R3,
R4, andTMP.
• It must preserve the contents of the SP, FRAME, and
LFRAME (alias PC) fields and of the 16-byte REGS field
These locations are defined in the me zpage.h.
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3.7 Writing Pr®"ams that motain only Assembler

There are several topics concerning the linker which are important
if the assembler and linker are to be used without any compiled code.
The linker automatically creates several symbols that can be of use to
an assembly language program. defining the beginning and end of the
various program segments. These are described in the Memory
Organization section of this chapter.
The entry point to a program is defined using the assembly
language statement
entry loc
where foe is the name of the symbol where program execution is to
begin. If a module containing an entry statement isn't encountered by
the linker, it will set the program's entry point to the beginning of its
code segment For a discussion of the startup routines that are
provided with Aztec C65, see the Command Programs section of this
chapter.
3.8 Mixing C and Assembler in one Module

To include assembly language source in a C language module,
surround the assembly language code with #asm and #endasm
directives.
Finding a good example where this construct is necessary is very
difficult, but here's a possible example:
rotate( arg)
{

register int i;
i = arg;
#asm
Ida $81
rol A
rol $80
rol $$1
#endasm
return(i);
}

This routine rotates a two byte quantity one bit to the left This
operation is messy in C and in a time critical application not feasible
to make an assembly language subroutine. This routine is not a good
example, since it would be better to write the entire thing in assembly.
However, in the middle of a larger routine, it might conceivably be
usefuL This facility is provided as a last resort and is generally not
recommended as it is completely non-portable.
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4. Object module foonat

This section describes the format of object modules and libraries.
The symbols and structures referred to in this paper are defined in the
header file object.h.
4.1 Object Module Format

An object module contains four sections: header, code, table of
named symbols, and table of unnamed symbols. These sections are
described in the following paragraphs.
4.1.1 1be Header Sectim

The header section of an object module has the following structure:
struct module {
int
char
unsigned short
unsigned short
unsigned short
unsigned short
short
unsigned short
short
unsigned short
unsigned short
unsigned short
};

m magic; ;• type of object module • I
m-name[ 8];/* module name • I
m-code; ;• module's code size • I
m-data;
/* module's data size • I
m -static; ;• module's 1m data size • I
m-global; /*named sym tbl off.* I
m-ngloOOI;/* # of named symbols • I
m -local; /*unnamed sym tbl off. • I
m-nlocal; /*#of unnamed symbols*/
m-end;
/* unnamed sym tbl end* I
m-next; ;• offset to next module • I
m nfix
/* # segment fixes required • I

=

The following paragraphs discuss the fields within the header structure.
m_magic

Each of the different object module-related files created by
the Aztec C software begins with the m magic field, which
contains a "signature" that identifies the file's contents.
m_magic can have the following values:
Object module created by the assembler
M MAGIC
M-OVROOT Rsm file created by the linker
M LIBRARY Library of object modules
m name

Contains the name of the object module. For object modules
created by the assembler and for rsm files, this field normally
contains null characters.
m_code, m_data, and m_static
Contain the size, in bytes, of an object module's code, data
and uninitialized data segments, respectively.
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m_global and m_nglobal

m_global contains the offset, in bytes, from the beginning of
the module to the module's table of named symbols.
m_nglobal contains the number of entries in this table.
m local and m nlocal

m local contains the offset, in bytes, from the beginning of
the module to the module's table of unnamed symbols.
m nlocal contains the number of entries in this table.
m end

m_end contains the offset, in bytes, from the beginning of
the module to the end of its table of unnamed symbols.
m next

m_next contains the offset, in bytes, from the beginning of
the module to the end of the module.
4.1.2 Symbol Tables

An object module contains two types of symbols: unnamed and
named An 'unnamed symbol' is a symbol whose name begins with a
period followed by a digit A 'named symbol' is any symbol that is not
unnamed
An object module has two symbol tables, one containing its named
symbols, and the other its unnamed symbols. A symbol table contains
entries, each of which describes one of the module's symbols. The
entry for a symbol has the following structure:
struct symtab {
char
s_type;
char
s flags;
unsigned short s=value;

I* type of symbol • I

j* attributes of symbol • I
j* another attr of symbol • 1

}

In addition, the entry for a named symbol is followed by a nullterminated string, which is the symbol's name.
The following paragraphs discuss the fields of the symtab structure.
s_type
The s type field in a symbol's table entry defines the type of
the symbol Possible values:
S A.BS
S_CODE
S DATA

Symbol was defined
value, using the
directive.
Symbol was defined
segment
Symbol was defined
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segment
. Symbol was used but not defined within
the program. Symbols that are defined
using the assembler's public directive
but aren't defined in any statement's
label field have this type, as do symbols
defined using the assembler's global
directive. The directive used to define
a S UND symbol can be determined
from the symbol's s_value field, as
defined below.
was defmed using the
Symbol
assembler's bss directive.

s_flags

This field defines other attributes of a symbol. Possible values:
S GLOBL
-

S FIXED

Set for symbols specified in public and
global directives.
Set for symbols defined in some
statement's label field

s value

The meaning of this field depends on the type of the symboL
Symbol types and their associated values are:

s type

S-ABS

S CODE
S DATA
S BSS
S UNO

Meaning of s value
Value specified for the symbol in the
equ directive.
Offset of the symbol from the beginning
of the module's code segment
Offset of the symbol from the beginning
of the module's data segment.
Size, in bytes, of the symbol as defined
in the bss directive.
For an S UND symbol, s value is zero
if the symbol was defined in a public
directive and non-zero if it was defined
in a global directive. For a globaldefined symbol, s value contains the
value specified in-the directive's size
operand

4.1.3 The Code Section

The code section of an object module contains a translated version
of the program. This format can be efficiently processed by the linker
as it generates an executable version of the program. It contains a
sequence of items, each of which directs the action of the linker. For
example, some items contain actual code and data, which the linker
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places in the output file, some cause the linker to reserve space in the
output file, and some just pass information to the linker.
The linker builds several segments of a program simultaneously: a
code segment, data segment, and an uninitialized data segment
Exactly one of these segments is said to be 'selected' at a time. There
are loader items that select a segment
The linker maintains a location counter for each of the segments
that it is building. When a loader item requests that information be
placed in the program or that space be reserved in it, the linker
performs the requested operation in the current location of the
currently-selected segment
A loader item is a sequence of one or more bytes, with the first
byte containing a code that identifies the item. Some codes are four
bits long, and some are eight bits long; in the former case, the code
occupies the most significant four bits of the byte.
Frequently, a loader item is two bytes long, with the item's code in
the high order four bits of the item's first byte and a value in the other
12 bits. In this case, the value's least significant four bits are stored in
the first byte's least significant four bits, and the value's most
significant eight bits are stored in the second byte. We call this format
"12-bit packed".
Descriptions of the loader items follow.
USECODE - Select code segment

The USECODE loader item selects the code segment Data
generated by loader items that follow the USECODE item will
be placed in the code segment until another segment is
selected
The code for a USECODE loader item is 8 bits long: Oxf4.
USEDATA - Select initialed data segment

The USED ATA loader item selects the initialized data
segment Data generated by loader items that follow the
USEDATA item will be placed in the code segment until
another segment is selected
The code for the USED ATA loader item is Oxf5.
ABSDAT - Absolute data

The ABSDAT loader item defines a sequence of bytes that the
linker is to output 'as is' to the current location in the
currently-selected segment
The loader item's first byte contains the code identifier, I,
in the most significant four bits, and the number of bytes to
be output, less one, in the least significant four bits. Thus,
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this item can define one to sixteen bytes of absolute data
The remaining bytes in the item are the absolute data
For example, the following ABSDATA loader item defines
the three bytes AI, B2, and C3:
I2 AI B2 C3
LCLSYM - local (ie, unnamed} symbol

The value of a LCLSYM loader item is the address at which
an unnamed symbol is located in memory.
The item is two bytes long, with the item's code, 6, in the
first byte's most significant four bits. The item's other twelve
bits contain the number of the symbol's entry in the local
symbol table, in I2-bit packed format
For example, given the assembly language code
dw
.98 dw

.98
12

with .98 occupying the second entry in the table of unnamed
symbols, the following code would be generated for the dw
.98:
61 00
GBISYM - Global Symbol

The GBLSYM loader item is just like LCLSYM except that it
references an entry in the global symbol table rather than the
local symbol table.
The code for GBLSYM is the four-bit value 7.
SPACE - Reserve space
The SPACE loader item reserves a specified amount of space
at the current location in the currently-selected segment
The item is two bytes long, with the item's code, 8, in the
most significant four bits of the item's first byte. The other
twelve bits contain the number of bytes to reserve, less one,
in 12-bit packed format
For example, the following loader item reserves 5 bytes:
84 00
CODEREF - Code segment offset

The CODEREF loader item defines an offset from the
beginning of the module's code segment The loader item has
as its value the absolute address corresponding to that offset
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The CODEREF loader item is in two bytes, with the
CODEREF code, Oxa, in the high-order four bits of the item's
first byte. The item's other 12 bits contain the offset, as a
positive number, in 12-bit packed format
DATAREF - Data segment offset

The DATAREF loader item is the same as the CODEREF
loader item, except that the offset is relative to the beginning
of the module's data segment
The code for DATAREF is Oxb.
BSSREF - BSS segment offset
The BSSREF loader item is the same as the CODEREF loader
item, except that the offset is relative to the beginning of the
module's bss segment
The code for BSSREF is Oxc.
LRGCODE - Code segment offset, I~ fcrm
The LRGCODE loader item takes a 16-bit value that
represents an offset from the beginning of its code segment,
and generates as its value the absolute memory address of the
location.
The loader item is in three bytes. The first byte contains
the item's 8-bit code, Oxf7, the second contains the offset's
least significant eight bits, and the third contains the offset's
most significant eight bits.
LRGDATA - Data segment offset, large fcrm
The LRGDATA loader item is the same as LRGCODE except
that the offset is relative to the beginning of the module's data
segment
The code for the LRGDATA loader item is Oxf8.
LRGBSS - BSS segment offset, large form
The LRGBSS loader item is the same as LRGCODE except
that the offset is relative to the beginning of the module's BSS
segment
The code for the LRGBSS loader item is Oxfb.
S~U..INT

- small integer

The SMLINT loader item defines an integer between 0 and
15, inclusive. This item can be used by itself or as an element
of an EXPR loader item
The loader item consists of a single byte. Its most
significant four bits are the item's code, 3; and the least
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significant four bits are the integer value.
For example, the following defines the integer value 8:

38
Sl\fi..NEG - Small negative integer

The SMLNEG loader item defines a negative integer between
-1 and -16 inclusive. It can be used by itself or in an EXPR
loader item.
The loader item is a single byte: the high order 4 bits are
the item's code, 4. The low order four bits are the absolute
value of the integer, less I.
For example, the following defines the negative value -8:
47
MEDINT

The MEDINT loader item defines an integer in the range
-2048 to 2047, inclusive, that can be used by itself or in an
EXPR loader item.
The item consists of two bytes, with the high-order four
bits of the least significant byte containing the item's code, 5,
and the remaining twelve bits defining the value, in 12-bit
packed format.
The value is in 'excess-2048' notation. The number
actually in the 12-bit field is an integer between 0 and 4095;
the integer denoted by the item is derived from the actual
integer by subtracting 2048 from it
For example, the following represents the value -1024:
50 40
LRGINT - Large integer

The LRGINT loader item defines an integer in the range
-32K to +321<, for use in an expression loader item.
The item consists of three bytes. Its first byte contains the
8-bit code identifying the item, Oxf3. The other two bytes
contain the value, in two's-complement notation.
EXPR - Evaluate expression

The EXPR loader item has as its value the 16-bit value of the
expression that follows it The size of the loader item
depends on the size of the items that comprise the expression.
The most significant four bits of the item's first byte contains
the code for the loader item, 2, and the least significant four
bits contain a code for the operation that is to be performed
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on the loader items that follow. The codes and their
corresponding values and operations are:

code

value

operation

ADD
SUB
MUL
DIY

1
2
3
4

MOD

5

AND
OR
XOR

6

RSH

9

LSH

10

NOT
NEG

11

Add the two loader items that follow
Subtract the following two loader items
Multiply the following two loader items
Divide the first item that follows by the
second
Compute the modulus of the first item
relative to the second
Logical AND of the following two items
Logical OR of the following two items
Exclusive OR of the following two
items
Right shift first item the number of bits
defined by second item
Left shift first item the number of bits
defined by the second
Logical NOT of item that follows
Compute two's complement of the item
that follows

7

8

12

The items that can follow an EXPR item are SMLINT,
MEDINT, LRGINT, LCLSYM, GBLSYM, CODEREF,
DATAREF, BSSREF, LRDCODE, LRDDATA, LRDBSS, and
another EXPR
For example, given the assembly language code
dw a+4
with the entry for a being the fourth entry in the table of
named symbols, the following loader items would be
generated:
21 73 00 34
As mentioned above, an EXPR can have another EXPR as

one of its loader items. In this case, the inner EXPR is
evaluated, using the loader items that follow it, and then the
outer EXPR is evaluated, using the resultant value of the
inner EXPR as one value and whatever loader items are left
for the other values. The loader items for the entire
expression are thus in prefix-Polish notation. For example,
the above expression, a+4, is represented by the loader items
that correspond to
+a4
And the expression
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(a+b)*c
would be represented_ by loader items that correspond to
*+abc
BEXPR - Evaluate byte expression

The BEXPR loader item has as its value the 8-bit value of the
expression that follows it BEXPR has an 8-bit code, Oxfl.
BEXPR doesn't have an extra four bits in which an operation
code can be placed; thus, to generate an 8-bit value from an
expression, a BEXPR loader item will usually precede an
EXPR loader item that is in turn followed by the loader items
for the expression.
BREL - ampute offset frmn location counter, byte form

The BREL loader item takes a relocatable value that
represents a location in the module and generates the offset of
the location from the current location counter.
The BREL loader item begins with a 8-bit code, Oxf2. It's
followed by loader items representing the location.
For example, if the symbol abc is the fourth symbol in the
global symbol table, then the loader items to generate the
offset of the location that is four bytes beyond abc are
f2 21 73 00 34
WREL - compute offset from location counter, word fonn

The WREL loader item is the same as BREL except that it
generates a 16-bit value instead of an 8-bit value.
STARTAD - Define program start address

The STARTAD loader item defines the address at which a
program containing the module is to begin execution.
The item begins with the item's 8-bit code, Oxf6. It's
followed by loader items identifying the starting address; these
can be GBLSYM, LCLSYM, EXPR, or any of the other
"expression items" mentioned above.
INTJSR - Generate opoode for a subroutine call

The INTJSR loader item is translated by the linker into a
machine-specific opcode that will cause a subroutine to be
called The loader item has the value Oxf9.
The instructions in a function that has been compiled with
the interpretive compiler consist of a call to the Aztec
interpreter routine followed by the function's other
instructions. This first instruction is directly executed by the
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machine; the function's other instructions are in a pseudo
code that is indirectly executed, by the Aztec interpreter.
It is desirable to allow the interpretive compiler to
generate object modules that can be executed on different
machines, and to allow a single object module generated using
this compiler to be linked for execution on different
processor chips. To support this, the interpretive compiler
generates as a function's first instruction a special call
instruction, in the pseudo code assembly language, to the
interpreter. The pseudo code assembler translates this
instruction into an INTJSR loader item followed by a
GBLSYM loader item that references the interpreter routine.
The machine-specific linker then translates this pair of loader
items into a machine-specific call to the interpreter.
TIIEEND - End of rode

The lHEEND loader item identifies the end of the code
section of the object file.
The code for the item is 00.
4.2 Object Library Format
A library of object modules consists of the object modules and a
directory of symbol names.
4.2.1 Object Modules In a Ubrary
When an object module is placed in a library its sections are
reorganized but the contents of the module are left unchanged (with
the exception of the module's header, whose fields are modified to
reflect the reorganization). The module's header still is at the
beginning of the module. This is followed by the table of named
symbols, the table of unnamed symbols, and the code section.
The header is modified to define the positions of the tables in the
reorganized module, and the module is given a name in its m_name
field The name is derived from the name of the file that contained
the module by removing the file name's extension.
4.2.2 Library Dictionary
A library's dictionary consists of one or more blocks that are
chained together. A block has the following structure:
struct newlib {
short nl magic;
unsignedshort nl next;
char nl_dict[LBSIZE];

I* magic number for libraries *I
!* loc of next dir block *I
I* dictionary for block *I
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nl diet contains entries, each of which defines one symbol that is
defined in a library module. The entry for a symbol consists of a short
int that defines the position of the module that defines the symbol (the
absolute location at which the module begins, divided by 128), and a
null-terminated string that is the symbol's name.
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5. 1he pseudo stack

Information in the zero page and in the pseudo stack can be used in
conjunction with a linker-generated symbol table to help debug a
program. For example, when a program mysteriously aborts and exits
to the monitor, this information can be used to determine where the
program was and how it got there.
During the execution of a program, the pseudo stack contains a list
of "frames", each of which contains information about a function that
has been called but hasn't returned A function's frame defines the
parameters that were passed to it, the address to which it will return,
the values of its local variables, information about the function that
called it, and other information.
At the top of the pseudo stack is the frame for the "active"
function; that is, about the currently-executing function. Above that is
the frame for the function that called the active function; above that is
the frame for the function that called the function that called the
active function, and so on, back to the frame for the first function
called by the program's startup code.
A function's frame has the following organization:

1-----------------------------1
I parameters
I
I passed to function
I
1-----------------------------1
I secondary
I
I
I return addr
1-----------------------------1
I calling func's
I
I
I page 0 info
I & mise info
I
1-----------------------------1 <-- FRAME
I caller's register
I
I variables
I
I
I (cg65 funcs only)
1-----------------------------1 <-- LFRAME+OxlOO (cg65 funcs only)
I called func's
I
I local vars
I
1-----------------------------1
I temporary
I
I storage
I
1-----------------------------1 <-- SP
In the above diagram, SP, FRAME, and LFRAME are the names of
zero-page fields that point to areas within the frame of the active
function. These fields are defined in the file zpage.h, along with other
zero page fields used by Aztec C-compiled functions, as described in
the Memory Organization section of the Tech Info chapter.
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The LFRAME field is used for two purposes: when a function that
has been coptpiled with the cg65 compiler is active, this field goes by
the nime LFRAME and points into the active function's frame. When
a cci-compiled function is active, this field goes by the name PC and
acts as a program counter, pointing to the next pseudo-code instruction
that is to be executed by the Aztec interpreter routine.
Locations in the active function's frame are specified by adding a
value to the contents of a zero page field To abbreviate the definition
of these locations, the following paragraphs will refer to them using an
expression consisting of the parenthesized name of the zero-page field
plus or minus the value. For example, the expression (FRAME)+ 11
refers to the location within the active function's frame whose address
is obtained by adding eleven to the contents of the zero page field
named FRAME.
5.1 Secondary Return Address
The secondary return address field in a called function's frame,
which we'll refer to here as SRA, defines the address within the calling
function at which execution will continue when the called function
returns.
To be exact, if the calling function was compiled with cg65,
execution within it will continue at the address (SRA)+ I; ie, at the
location whose address is one greater than that contained in the called
function's secondary return address field
If the calling function was compiled with cci and if no parameters
were passed to the called function, execution of pseudo-code
instructions within the calling function by the interpreter will resume
at address (SRA). If parameters were passed, execution will instead
resume at address (SRA)+ 1.
The secondary return address field for the active function is in the
two-byte field the begins at address (FRAME)+9; ie, 9 bytes above the
location within the active function's frame that is pointed at by the
zero page FRAME field
5.2 Determining the function in which a program aborted
When a program aborts and exits to the monitor, the first thing you
should do is determine the identity of the active function. This can be
done as follows:
I. Find the active function's secondary return address;
2. In the code that precedes this address, find the address of the
active function;
3. From the program's linker-generated symbol table, find the
name of the active function.
If the address of the active function isn't in this table, because the
function is declared to be static, you can at least determine from an
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examination of the symbol table the module in which it was defined
The function calling sequences are different for cg65- and ccicompiled functions. So the following paragraphs first describe the
code generated for a function call by the two compilers and then
describe how to examine it to find the address of a called function.
5.21 Calling sequence for cg65-compiled functioos
The cg65 compiler translates a direct function call into 6502 code
that first pushes the arguments onto the 6502 stack and then issues a
jsr to the Aztec routine .cpystk. Following the jsr is a two-byte field
that contains the address of the called function and then a one-byte
field that defines the number of bytes that the called function's
parameters and secondary return address will occupy on the pseudo
stack. The secondary return address of the called function is set to the
calling sequence's one-byte field
For example, suppose the following call is made to the function
june:
func(a,b,c,d)
The compiler will first generate code to push d, c. b, a (in that order)
onto the 6502 stack. Then it will generate the following code:
jsr
fdw
feb

.cpystk
func
10

.cpystk will pull the arguments off the hardware stack, push them
onto the pseudo stack, push the address of the feb 10 onto the pseudo
stack and issue a jsr to june. The address of the feb 10 is the called
function's secondary return address.

r·

cg65 translates an indirect function call ( eg,
foo )( )) into 6502
code that pushes the arguments on the 6502 stack, moves the address
of the function into RO (the zero-page simulated register), and issues a
jsr to the Aztec routine .cpystk2. Then cg65 generates a one-byte field
that defines the number of bytes on the pseudo stack that the
function's parameters and secondary return address will use. The
secondary return address of the called function is set to the address of
the one-byte field

5.22 Calling sequence for cd-compiled functions
The cci compiler translates a direct function call by first generating
pseudo-code that pushes the parameters onto the pseudo stack. It then
generates a three-byte call pseudo-instruction, consisting of an op code
(Oxac if no parameters are specified in the call, Oxe9 if there are
parameters) and a two byte field containing the address of the called
function. The secondary return address of the called function is set to
the byte that follows the interpreter's call instruction.
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cci translates an indirect function call into pseudo code that first
pushes the parameters onto the pseudo stack, then loads the called
function's address into RO. it then generates a one-byte call pseudo
instruction (Oxdd if no parameters arre specified, Oxea if they are).
The secondary return address of the called function is set to the
address of the byte following the call instruction.
5.2.3 Examining the calling sequence

To find the address of the active function from the sequence of
instructions that called it, you should examine the bytes that precede
the function's secondary return address:
• If the fifth through the third preceding bytes are jsr .cpystk
(indicating a direct function call from a cg65-compiled
function) or if the third preceding byte is Oxdd or Oxea (a
direct function call from a cci-compiled function), the second
and first preceding bytes contain the address of the function.
• If the fifth through the third preceding bytes are jsr .cpystk2
(an indirect function call from a cg65-compiled function), or
if the third preceding byte is Oxac or Oxe9 (an indirect
function call from a cci-compiled function), you'll have to
find the function address by examining the variables from
which the function address was computed
5.3 Determining the parameters passed to the active function

To determine the parameters that have been passed to the active
function. you should first determine the identity of the active
function. This knowledge will then give you the number and types of
the function's parameters. You can then simply examine the
function's arguments on the pseudo stack: the first parameter begins at
address (FRAME)+ 11 and occupies the number of bytes appropriate
for a value of its type. The second parameter begins immediately
above the first, and occupies the required number of bytes, and so on.
5.4 Determining the values of the active fundioo's local variables

The active function's local variables occupy a section of the
function's frame on the pseudo stack. This section extends downward
from the first byte below the location pointed at either (1) by the
zero-page LFRAME field, if the function was compiled by cg65 or (2)
by the zero-page FRAME field, if it was compiled by cci.
Local variables are allocated space in a function's frame in the
order in which they are defined, at successively decreasing locations.
For example, consider the following function:
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foo()
{
int a,b,c;
}

The local variable a will occupy the first two bytes below the location
pointed at by LFRAME (for a cg65-compiled function) or FRAME
(for a cci-compiled function); b will occupy the next two bytes, and c
will occupy the next two bytes.
5.5 Determining the values of register variables for the active functim
Register variables are supported only for cg65-compiled functions.
There are eight two-byte pseudo registers. They are in the zero page,
beginning at the location whose name is REG (defined in zpage.h to
be Ox80).
Variables are allocated to registers in the order in which their
declarations are encountered For example, consider the following
function:
foo(a,b,c)
register int b;
{
int d;
register e;
int f;
}

The variable b will occupy the register at addresses REG and REG+ 1,
and the variable d occupies the register at REG+2 and REG+3.
5.6 Function entry and exit
When a function is entered, the zero page fields SP, FRAME, and
LFRAME are saved, and updated for the new function. The saved
values are then moved into the new function's frame, in locations
(FRAME)+2, (FRAME)+4, and (FRAME)+6. When the function is
exited, these fields are restored
When a function is entered, its primary return address, which is on
the top of the hardware stack. is saved in the new function's frame, in
location (FRAME).
When a C function calls another function, the call is indirectly
made by transferring control to an intermediary routine, which in turn
calls the other function. When the called function returns, control is
again transferred to the intermediary routine, which then returns to
the calling function. A called function's primary return address is the
address in the intermediary routine to which control is returned by
issuing an rts from the called function. And the called function's
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secondary return address is the address is the calling function to which
the intermediary routine returns. On entry to a called function. its
primary return address is at the top of the 6502 hardware stack and its
secondary return address is at the top of the pseudo stack
S. 7 Getting lnformatim about a calling functim

Once you've gotten all the information you can about the active
function, using its frame on the pseudo stack, you can get information
about the function that called it by examining the calling function's
frame on the pseudo stack If necessary, you can continue examining
frames on the pseudo stack until you know the state of all the
function's that have been called but that have not yet returned In the
following discussion. we'll call the function that called the active
function function 2, the function that called it function 3, and so on.
First of all. since the active function's secondary return address,
whose value you know, is the address of the location in function 2 (ie,
the calling function) to which the active function will return, you can
scan the program's symbol table and learn the identity of function 2.
In the active function's frame, the two-byte fields at (FRAME)+4
and (FRAME)+6 contain the values that were in the FRAME and
LFRAME fields at the time function 2 was active. Using these values,
you can examine function 2's frame and determine the parameters that
were passed to it and the values of its local variables. You can also
determine the identity of function 3 (ie, the function that called
function 2) from the secondary return address field within function 2's
frame, and you can locate function 3's frame using the fields in
function 2's frame that were in the FRAME and LFRAME fields when
function 2 was active.
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